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Family Atherinidae
Atherines : Silversides : Surfsardines.
Body elongate, sub-cylindrical to highly compressed, completely or partly covered usually with 
cycloid scales. No distinct lateral line. Most species with a brilliant silvery lateral stripe along the 
middle of the body to the caudal base. Head short, often wide, usually flattened above, sometimes 
rough with fine denticles. The eyes are relatively large, lateral, nostrils close before eye. The hind 
preopercle margin may be gently irregular, or have a marked concavity just above the angle, in at 
least one genus (Atherion Jordan and Starks) the angle is produced as a triangular lobe. The mouth 
is moderate to small, the maxilla reaching to or not far beyond the level of the front of the eye. 
The jaws are subequal or the lower projects slightly. Dentition feeble, variable, fine sharp teeth, 
curved, sometimes strongly, in one or more series in both jaws, often some are external when the 
mouth is closed. Small slender sharp teeth may be present on the vomer, palatines, pterygoid and 
tongue. A fold of skin round the angle of the jaw may restrict the opening of the mouth. Gill 
openings unrestricted, gillrakers well developed, a slit behind the last gill usually present, rarely 
absent. Anus from close before to well in advance of anal origin, often at or near tips of pelvics. 
Two dorsal fins, the first at about the middle of the length, it consists of 4-11, usually 4-7 weak 
spines. The second dorsal of a feeble spine, a simple ray and seven or more branched rays, always 
fewer than in the anal fin, which is usually inserted below the interdorsal space. The anal fin con­
sists of a feeble spine, a simple ray and nine to more than twenty branched rays. The pectoral is 
shorter than the head, inserted high up, covering the front of the silvery stripe. The pelvics are 
inserted well behind the pectorals, than which they are shorter. Caudal usually forked in marine 
species, may be truncate or rounded in freshwater forms. There are a large number of species, 
mostly small, rarely exceeding 6 inches in length, found in most tropical and temperate seas. Some 
penetrate estuaries and brackish water, some live in fresh water. Vast shoals of some of the marine 
forms are often seen, and they are not only important as food to man in some parts, but in tropical 
areas such as the Western Indian Ocean their vast numbers must be an important link in the food 
chain to the larger predators. Some shoals seen there are so enormous that one cannot but wonder 
how they secure sufficient food in those clear seas in which plankton and other free swimming 
forms of life are so notably absent by day. They possibly rely on forms such as small Crustacea that rise 
to the surface at night. In the Western Indian Ocean and probably elsewhere the shoals appear to 
move along the edges of reefs that fall to deep water, they move constantly at considerable speed, 
all the while harried by every submarine predator, migratory, pelagic and sedentary, as well as birds, 
to all of whom they appear easily accessible.
Females of the commoner species in the Western Indian Ocean contain ripe relatively large eggs 
variously from about July to October, from estimations it does not appear that even the largest female 
is likely to shed more than at most about five thousand eggs at a time. Nothing is known of their 
breeding habits in the Western Indian Ocean, but survival rate of eggs and larvae must be low unless 
there is some protective factor as yet unknown. Some lacustrine species are known to spawn in or 
below the limnotic zone, so that marine species possibly spawn at some depth. In South Africa 
Atherines are usually noticed in shoals of various size, small shoals of A.breviceps (C & V) are not 
uncommon along most of the coast and frequently seen in estuaries, their presence shown by diving 
birds. In the Western Indian Ocean the various coastal natives have names for Atherines. These 
we record are:
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Nalolo. Madagascar:Mozambique:
Kenya: Khamshi. Shabani.
Mufu.
Ambasisy. Amboambo. 
Bemaso. Natoiloha. 
Pretre.
Zanzibar: Ukuzi.
Comores: Quidzi.
Suez: Abbou Zoubara.
Mauritius: Pretre. Lamame.
Seychelles: Pretre.
Five species have hitherto been known from the Western Indian Ocean, but have been so 
inadequately defined as to render positive identification of specimens difficult, even more so from 
unexpected original descriptive inaccuracies that are here revealed. Seven marine species in all are 
described below including a new species, doubtless endemic, in the genus Atherion Jordan & Starks, 
1906 which has hitherto been known only from the Pacific, and a new genus and species from the 
coasts of Madagascar.
While some of the marine species enter estuaries, it is remarkable that no freshwater forms 
are known from East African lakes or from African rivers that flow eastwards. One species occurs 
in lakes in North Africa, and another in W est Africa, and seven species of endemic Atherinid fishes 
have been found to be widespread in the freshwaters of Madagascar. A  brief summary of the latter 
is given below, with a revised description of Teramulus waterloti (Pellegrin, 1932), and the new 
genus Teramulus, in which two species are shown to be present in Madagascar.
Atherina voeltzkowi Jatzow and Lenz (1898, Fisch. Ost-Afrik Madag. Aldabra, 515, PI 36, Fig 
12) from Zanzibar, is a juvenile Upeneus C & V, probably U.tragula Richardson.
An intensive study of these fishes shows that especially the wide ranging forms are trouble­
some, resembling the related Mugilidae in the complexity of their relationships. Some exhibit an 
unusually high degree of variation in fin count, so that basing a supposed new species on a single 
or only few specimens is venturesome, as is shown below in the case of the widespread Pranesus 
pinguis (Lacepede).
Determination of the presence or absence of palatal teeth in these fishes, especially in smaller 
specimens, requires special care. Mostly the palate is concealed by mucus and even with a micro- 
scope it is difficult to be certain of teeth. This is simplified by the following procedure: prop the 
lower jaw open by gently pushing a long very thin stainless steel pin obliquely up through the 
mouth into the nape. Immerse the head of the fish in 90-95% ethanol for about ten minutes, and 
drain. Then through a fine nozzle (drawn out glass tube) blow a current of warm air into the mouth. 
W ithin a minute any teeth stand out clearly so as to leave no doubt often without magnification.
Unless otherwise stated, types are in this department.
Three subfamilies of marine forms are for convenience recognised here. These are: Isoninae, 
Atherioninae and Atherininae, defined as shown below in the key to the six marine genera recog­
nised in the Western Indian Ocean.
KEY TO THE GENERA OF THE W ESTERN  IND IAN  OCEAN
A. (Subfamily Notocheirinae). No slit behind last gill. Head and forepart 
of the body much deeper than rest of fish, body tapers rapidly posteriorly.
Head length less than body depth. Breast cultrate with a narrow keel
along belly. (Indo Pacific) ........................................................................ 1. Iso
B. A  slit behind last gill. Body not tapering comparably with (A), breast 
not cultrate. Head length equals or exceeds body depth.
I. (Subfamily Atherioninae). Head with distinct spinelets in rows 
and clusters, prominent at snout tip. Palate edentate, at most a 
few denticles on pterygoid (Indo Pacific) .....................................  2. Atherion
II. (Subfamily Atherininae). No such series of spinelets on head.
Vomer and pterygoid dentate, sometimes palatines also.
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a. A distinct concavity in hind margin of preopercle just above 
angle. Hind orbital margin in adults with a break halfway 
down, being the terminal opening of a ventral branch of the 
supraorbital sensory canal. A  continuous series of median 
predorsal scales with larger scale median at occiput. Abdomi­
nal cavity ends abruptly at level of anal origin, not penetrating 
tail muscles. Vomer and often also palatines dentate.
1. End of maxilla reaches below front of pupil. A t most 
a feeble elevated posterior process on mandible within 
mouth. Upper lateral edge of premaxilla with at most 
a low dorsal process. Ascending process of premaxilla 
with upper portion hinged, sharply bent backwards when 
mouth is closed, the elbow forming a distinct median 
knob just behind tip of snout.
Pranesus
Teramulus nov.
x. Teeth on vomer and palatine. Margin of upper jaw 
straight. No posterior elevation visible on mandible 
within mouth. A  long narrow scale from pelvic base 
extending at least halfway along lower surface of
fin (Indo Pacific) ....................................................... 3.
y. No palatine teeth, may be present on vomer. 
Margin of upper jaw with slight notch on side in 
front. A  slight posterior elevation on mandible 
within mouth. No scaly process along ventral face
of pelvic as in (x) above. (Madagascar) ................  4.
2. End of maxilla not or barely beyond front of eye. A  
prominent elevated posterior process on mandible within 
mouth. Upper lateral edge of premaxilla with a distinct 
obtuse elevated process. Ascending process of premaxilla 
straight, not bent backwards, no marked knob median 
at tip of snout. (Red Sea. Indo Pacific) ......................... 5. Allanetta
b. Hind margin of preopercle may be undulate but no 
marked concavity above the angle. No regular 
median series of predorsal scales, those in front 
on nape smaller, rather irregular, no large median 
scale. Abdominal cavity tapers to a median point 
penetrating anterior part of tail between the haemal 
arches. No or few palatine teeth.
I. Teeth on vomer. Ascending premaxillary pro­
cess short, not to beyond front orbital margin.
(Mediterranean. W est and South coasts of
Africa to S. Mozambique. Madagascar) ........ 6. Hepsetia
2. No teeth on vomer. Ascending premaxillary 
process longer, reaches well into interorbital 
(Southern Europe on ly )..................... ................ Atherina
At first glance these fishes appear to be simple to classify with well defined characters. Those 
investigated here however reveal rather surprisingly that they may present almost as much difficulty 
in differentiation as the related Mugilidae. W hile  the presence or absence and nature of a posterior 
process on the mandible is a rather arbitrary character, it is useful and fairly easily determinable.
Subfamily Notocheirinae
1. Iso Jordan and Starks, 1901
Iso, Jordan and Starks, 1901, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus. 24, the type Iso flosmaris J &  S, 1901 (Japan). 
Tropidostethus Ogilby 1895, the type T.rhothophilus Ogilby, 1898 (Preoccupied by Tropidostethus 
Philippi, 1863, Orthoptera).
Tropidostethops Schultz, Copeia, 1950, No. 2, 150, new name for Tropidostethus Ogilby.
Body highly compressed, the head and forepart much deeper than the rest, the body tapering 
rapidly posteriorly. Breast cultrate. A  narrow median cutaneous keel along belly. Anus close before 
anal origin. Pectoral base partly above the lateral stripe. Front of body and head without scales.
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Premaxilla not protractile, not expanded distally, no dorso-lateral process, the ascending process very 
short. No obvious posterior elevation on mandible. Teeth minute, mostly uniserial, sometimes ex- 
sert in jaw, sometimes fine teeth on palate. Fine denticles on snout and lower jaw. Gillrakers 
moderate, well developed. No slit behind the last gill. Schultz (1948, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus. 98,6) 
separated Iso Jordan and Starks, 1901 from Tropidostethus Ogilby, 1895 apparently solely on the 
nature of the silvery lateral band, which in Iso is continuous, whereas in Tropidostethus it is con­
stricted on the caudal peduncle. In proposing the new name Tropidostethops for the preoccupied 
Tropidostethus Ogilby, Schultz, 1950 (loc. cit) apparently still maintains his view of the generic 
cleavage indicated above. This is however by any standard so tenuous that it is not accepted here.
This genus is here assigned sub-family rank, but from its exceptional characters, quite differ­
ent body shape, mouth not protractile, and absence of a slit behind the last gill, full family rank is 
probably justifiable.
All are small fishes, almost transparent in life, living mainly in surf of tropical and temperate 
seas, often in large shoals (South Africa).
Five species, two from the Indian Ocean, three from the Pacific, have been described, all appa­
rently regional endemics. Published descriptions have generally been rather meagre, data appears 
mostly to have been from few specimens. The species are closely related, the presence or absence 
of palatal teeth and the full range of variability still remain to be determined in most cases. Available 
data is summarised in Table I below.
ISO NATALENSIS Regan, 1919.
(Plate 98, A).
Regan 1919, Ann. Durb. Mus. 2, 200, fig 3 (Natal). Barnard 1925, Ann. S.A. Mus. 21, 300 (Natal). 
Smith 1936, Rec. Albany Mus. 5, 178, PI 19, Fig E: and; 1949, Sea Fishes S.A. 324, Fig 891 (Cape 
Coast).
D IV-VI + I 13-17. A  I 21-27. P 1,10-11, 1=12-13. Scales, lateral series about 60. Tr. about 
12-14 from anal up. Predorsal naked. Gillrakers 3-4+1 + 10-12. Depth variable at chest from 4.6 
in the young to 3.6 in adults, head 4.7-5.5 in body. Eye 3-3.3 in head, 1.1-1.2 in interorbital, equals 
or greater than snout. Dorsal profile of head gently convex, ventral profile more convex to pelvics, 
body deepest at chest, tapering rapidly posteriorly, the young are slender, the body deepens with age. 
Preopercle margin not concave. Gillrakers well developed, about as long as eye. Posterior nostril 
large, close before upper part of eye, the anus is close before the anal origin.
The origin of the first dorsal is about 1.1-1.15 times further from the caudal base than snout 
tip, the spines are feeble. The second dorsal origin is over the hind end of the first third of the anal 
fin, 1.6-1.7 times as far from the tip of the snout as from the caudal base. Base of second dorsal 
about as long as the head. Anal origin well in advance of dorsal origin, about 1.1-1.2 times as far 
from snout tip as from caudal base, the base of the anal 1.4-1.5 times that of the dorsal. Pectoral 
inserted high up, the top of its base above the lateral stripe, its length about 1.4, pelvic 1.9-2 in 
head, the latter inserted more than twice as far from caudal base as tip of snout. Caudal forked.
Mouth very oblique, lower jaw contained in upper but projects when open, the maxilla extends 
to below the front of the eye in most fishes, in large adults it does not reach below the eye.
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PLATE 98
A. Iso natalensis Regan, 53mm (Natal). B. Atherion africanus sp. nov, Type, 52mm (Inhaca). 
C. Allanetta afra (Peters), 107mm (Pinda, Moz). D. Type of Atherina cylindrica (non Linn) Klun- 
zinger, (Red Sea), 92mm.
TABLE I
Species of Iso Jordan & Starks.
FLOSMARIS ROTHOPHILUS NATALENSIS FLOSINDICUS H A W A IIEN S IS
Locality Japan S. W . Australia
South and 
S.E. Africa S. India Hawaii
Number of 
specimens Numerous? Numerous? Numerous 25* 3
Size range 
mm To 65? To 50 35-77 23-42* 18-28*
Depth of 
body in SL 5* 3.5-4 3.6-4.6 3.3-3.53 3.4-3.7*
Length of head 
in S.L. 5.4* 5-5.5 4.7-5.5 4.4-4.5* 3.6-4.3*
Teeth on 
vomer Yes Not found?
Few each 
side Not seen? Not seen?
Teeth outside 
closed mouth Probably? p
Upper
front Yes No
Dorsals IV+ I 16* IV + I 14-16* IV-VI + T 13-17
lll- IV + l
13-15 IV-V+I 16*
Anal 1 23* 1 23-27* I 21-27 I 21-24 I 22-24*
Pectoral About 15 (fig) 15* 12-13
p 12-13
Scales
series About 59* 49* About 60 40-44 38*
Gillrakers 4+1 + 12* p 3-4+1+10-12 3+10 “ about 12’’*
Comments — — — —
Probably only 
juveniles 
known.
*Range requires verification.
The premaxilla is not protractile and is not expanded distally, there is no dorso-lateral process, 
the ascending process is short and small. The mandible is deep medially but not elevated posteriorly. 
A  cutaneous process attached to outer edge of upper and lower Jaws and continuous round the angle 
does not restrict the opening of the jaws. In the upper jaw there are minute teeth in a small cluster 
each side of the symphysis, uniserial laterally, curved, outside when mouth is closed. Fine teeth 
uniserial in lower jaw, larger and curved rearwards along side. A  cluster of minute teeth each side 
of vomer, a single series of minute teeth along the palatine, and a cluster on the hind part of the 
pterygoid. The tip of the snout, the upper Symphyseal knob and the front of the chin are finely 
papillose, more easily seen in large fishes.
The scales are very thin, small and rather irregularly arranged so that counts are only approxi­
mate, the number in lateral series appears to increase with age. The hind part of the body is fully
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scaly, in front the scaling tapers rather variably to end bluntly just behind the pectoral base. A 
narrow strip along the front part of the anal base, the whole of the belly, most of the back in 
advance of the first dorsal, and the head are all entirely naked.
In life translucent, almost invisible in the sea, save for the silvery stripe and abdomen. The 
silver stripe is up to as wide as the eye, and tapers to and is interrupted at the peduncle. The nape 
is dusky. Opercles silvery. Fins light. As preserved; milky yellow with silvery lateral stripe and dusky 
nape.
Numerous specimens, 35-77mm, from the surf from close eastwards of the Cape of Good Hope 
at many points along the coast to South Mozambique, sometimes in shoals of great size difficult 
to assess exactly from the relative invisibility of the fishes.
This species shows relatively wide variability in some features, the depth of the body (at chest) 
increases relatively with age, and the mouth becomes more remote from the eye. It may be empha­
sised that the vomerine teeth are not easy to determine. Their reported absence in other species may 
be more apparent than real. Data of specimens from over the known range of the species are tabu­
lated below:
TABLE II.
Data of Iso natalensis.
DORSAL
SPINES
SECOND DORSAL,
1 + : ANAL, 1 +  :
IV V VI 13 14 15 16 17 21
i
22 | 23
|
24 25 26 27
Southern
Cape 1 3 1 1 2 1
| |
I |
— 1 1
Eastern
Cape 3 1 1 2 1 2
I
2 —
|
|
I
—
Natal 7 3 4 2 3 1 —
|
1 | 1
|
1 2 3 2
S. Mozambique 3 1 1 1 2 2 —
|
1 | 2
|
— 2 —
14 8 1 1 8 6 7 1 3 5 3 1 4 4 3
Sub family Atherioninae.
2. Atherion Jordan and Starks, 1901
The type Atherion elymus Jordan and Starks, 1901 (Japan). Front and sides of head with rows and 
dense patches of fine close set spinules. Abdominal cavity ends abruptly before anal origin, not ex­
tending into the tail. Anus close before anal origin. Premaxilla rather broad but without marked 
dorso-lateral process, the ascending process short and broad. The mandible with posterior elevation. 
Teeth minute, in a single row in each jaw, sometimes a few on vomer and on the pterygoids, none 
on the palatines. Gillrakers well developed, few. Hitherto known only from shallow water of the 
western and central tropical Pacific, few species. Here recorded for the first time from the Indian 
Ocean, with a new species from South and East Africa, which differs from known Pacific species as 
shown below.
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A. Lateral scale rows 43-47, predorsal 18-22
B. Lateral scale rows 40-44, predorsal 16-18
I. D IV + I; 7-9; A I 12-15, teeth on vomer (stated)
II. D IV+1, 9-11 ; A  I 11-13, teeth on vomer (stated)
III. D IV-V+ I, 10-11; A I 16-17. No teeth on vomer
maccullochi
elymus
villosa
africanus nov
(Lord Howe Is. 
Qnsland, Austr)
(Japan: Pacific) 
(New Guinea) 
(South Africa)
ATHERION AFR ICANUS sp. nov.
(Plate 98, B)
D IV(-V) + 1, 10-11. A I 16-17 (5 x 16, 5 x 17). P 1,8-9,1 = 10-11. Scales, lateral series 41 -43. Tr 
6 from anal origin up. Predorsal 16-18. Gillrakers 2-3+1 + 10-11. Depth 6.3-6.6, head about 5 in 
standard length. Eye varies little from 3 in head, slightly less than interorbital, about 1.3 times 
snout, about 1.4-1.5 in postorbital.
Dorsal profile of head and snout little declivous before eye, snout bluntly pointed. The head 
is beset with numerous distinct denticles or setae, the whole blunt front of the snout is covered 
with them, also the chin and undersides of the lower jaw. There are series along the lower edge of 
the preorbital and the front of the eye. There is a patch on the side of the snout, another before the 
nostrils, two bands above the eye, the ends adjacent, staggered, and a short patch on the upper hind 
orbital margin. There is a series along both hind and lower edges of the preopercle, the interopercle 
is completely spiny, and there is a patch on the lower part of the opercle. Odd small clusters are 
present along the outer margins of the interorbital and occiput and a series along the pterotic ridge. 
On the post temporal there is a laterally projecting small elevated process with four apical spinules. 
The hind nostril is large and close before the upper front of the eye. The hind preopercle margin is 
broadly concave, the angle being produced as a bluntly triangular lobe. Gillrakers are well deve­
loped, as long as gill filaments. The anus is posterior, much nearer anal origin than apex of pelvic. 
The abdominal cavity ends abruptly before the anal origin without caudal expansion.
The first dorsal origin is 1.1-1.2 times further from caudal base than snout tip, and just behind 
the pelvic apex. The spines are feeble and flexible. The second dorsal origin is over the hind end 
of the front third of the ana! fin, about twice as far from snout as caudal base. The base of the fin 
is about 7.5 in standard length. The anal origin is about 1.4-1.5 times as far from the snout as from 
the caudal base, the fin base is about 5 in standard length. The pectoral is 1.3-1.33, the pelvic 1.8 
in head. The inner pelvic ray is abruptly longer than the penultimate, the distal margin of the fin is 
emarginate. Caudal forked. Along the front of the first rays of the second dorsal, of the anal and of 
the pelvic fins is a narrow cultrate skinny flap.
Mouth very oblique, the maxilla reaches to below slightly behind midway between snout tip 
and front of eye. There is no marked dorso-lateral process on the premaxilla, the ascending process 
does not reach above front of eye. A  moderate bur distinct posterior elevation on the mandible. A  
cutaneous process of the outer edge of the upper and lower jaw does not restrict the opening of 
the mouth. Across the front of the upper jaw there is a single row of fine teeth continuous along 
the side of the jaw, those median to posterior curved and external when the jaw is closed. In the 
lower jaw there is a single series of fine sharp teeth in front. No teeth on vomer or palatine, there 
are a few in a straggly cluster on the hind part of the pterygoid.
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The scales on the flanks are relatively large and stout, they grade smaller dorsally. The belly 
scales are much smaller than those on the flank. There are three large scales on and below the pec­
toral base. The scales on the chest are small and crowded in oblique rows that run down and 
forward to the isthmus. Opercle with three large scales. The predorsal scaling is regular, with a 
median dorsal series, ending at a large median scale on the nape.
In life probably translucent, with silvery stripe, belly and chest. As preserved, milky olive above, 
lighter below, with black spotted silvery stripe from pectoral base to caudal base, as wide as eye 
midway, tapers towards both ends. Hind edge of branchiostegal membranes, isthmus, and front of 
chest silvery. Top of head with numerous black spots. Snout, chin and margin of opercle with black 
spots, an irregular double series of lesser spots on the first and second scale rows from above. A 
series of black spots along the body at the anal base and along the ventral surface of the peduncle.
Described from ten specimens, 45-52mm, from Zululand, collected by Mr. 0. Bourquin, Fish­
eries Officer; one, 52mm, from Inhaca Island, Delagoa Bay; and three, 40-45mm, from the Island 
of Mozambique. The type, 52mm total length, Inhaca.
While A.africanus is clearly closely allied with the two Pacific species from Japan and New 
Guinea, it is clearly distinguished by the higher anal count and by the absence of vomerine teeth. 
This is an interesting addition to the ichthyfauna of the western Indian Ocean.
Subfamily Atherininae.
3. Pranesus Whitley, 1930
Pranesus W hitley 1930, Mem.Queensland Mus. 10, 9, the type P.ogilbyi Whitley, 1930 (Queensland). 
Thoracoatherina Fowler, 1941 (Type Atherina insularum Jordan and Evermann, 1903, Hawaii).
The abdominal cavity ends abruptly before anal origin, not extending into the tail. Anus well 
before anal origin. Premaxilla not expanded distally, without a dorso-lateral elevation, the ascending 
process stout and very short, with a hinged distal portion that bends backwards, it does not reach 
beyond the front of the orbit. Mandible without noticeable posterior elevation within the mouth. A 
marked concavity in the lower part of the hind preopercle margin. Gillrakers well developed. From 
the base of each pelvic is a scaly process, forming part of the interpelvic shield, that terminates in 
a long thin scale that covers more than half of the length of the ventral surface of each fin. The 
predorsal scaling is continuous to the interorbital where there are two large median scales in suc­
cession. A  slight break midway down the hind orbital margin.
A moderate number of closely related species, larger and more robust than most others in this 
subfamily, possibly in the family, are spread over a great part of the tropical Indo-west-central- 
Pacific, at times found in great shoals. Only one rather variable species is here recognised in the 
Red Sea and the Western Indian Ocean. As at present known it appears to be the most widespread, 
extending over not only the whole tropical Indian Ocean but probably also to the central Pacific, 
where it is possibly divisible into regional subspecies. While the problem requires further investiga­
tion some of the puzzling variations observed in fishes of the Red Sea and Western Indian Ocean may 
be partially resolved by recognising three subspecies, two in the Red Sea and the other in the Western 
Indian Ocean, and beyond, as defined below.
The largest and most robust Atherines in the Red Sea and the Western Indian Ocean have been 
named Atherina pinguis Lacepede, 1803 the type from Mauritius, and Atherina forskalii Ruppell, 
1838 from the Red Sea. These present a perplexing problem which has troubled systematists from 
the earliest times. W hile some have considered Atherina pinguis Lacepede, and A.forskalii Ruppell, 
to be identical, others have attempted to prove them distinct. Gunther (1861, Cat.Fish.B.M. 3, 397- 
9), with specimens from the type localities, kept them apart. Analysis of his descriptions shows 
that his basis for distinction was that A.pinguis has body depth 5.7 in the total length, A 1 14-15, 
L. 1. 42-45, a black blotch on the pectoral, and the lower edge of the silvery stripe one third down 
on the fourth scale row. Gunther’s data of A.forskalii are: body depth 6, A  I 13-14, L. 1.40, no 
colour notes, and the lower edge of the silvery stripe down one half of the fourth scale row. He 
states both to have eye 2.5 in head. Later (1876, Fische Sudsee, 2, 213) Gunther changed his 
opinion and, ignoring priority, united A.pinguis Lacepede, 1803 and A.forskalii Ruppell 1838, as 
synonyms of A.lacunosa Forster, 1835, stating depth as 4.7-5 in length without tail, A I 14-15, and 
a black spot on the pectoral. Klunzinger went through the reverse process. From a study of Red 
Sea specimens he first (1870, Syn.Fish. Roth. Meer., 833) united A.forskalii with A.pinguis, stating 
that he could not separate them on the grounds advanced by Gunther. Meanwhile Day (1876, Fish. 
India, 344, PI.71, fig 4), who clearly followed Gunther, continued the recognition of the two species
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PLATE 99
Types of Atherina forskalii Ruppell, 1835, all Red Sea.
A. BM. 1860. 11. 19. 153, 81mm. B. SMF. 6858, 104mm. C. SMF. 6857, 100mm. D. SMF. 6856, 
107mm. E. SMF. 6860, 65mm. F. SMF. 1898, lectotype, 110mm. B-F, all Djetta. Total lengths 
stated.
on the same grounds. He defined A.pinguis as having L I .  42-45 and A  1 14-15, against L .l. 40 and 
A I 13-14 in A.forskalii, both species with eye 2.5 in head. Day stated that A.pinguis attains 5½ 
inches, A.forskalii is smaller. Doubtless influenced by Day’s opinion, Klunzinger later (1884, Fish. 
Roth. Meer. 129, PI 11, figs 2-4), changed his mind, accepted both A.pinguis and A.forskalii as 
valid, stated that each grows to about 5½ inches, and gave a detailed analysis in support. The chief 
features he advanced are summarised below:
Depth in total length ...................
Whence depth in standard length
Anal fin ........................................
Eye in head ....................................
Eye with postorbital .......................
Lateral series of scales ...................
W idth of silvery stripe ..................
Black blotch on pectoral ..............
Data from Klunzinger 1884 
pinguis
.......................  5.5-5-7
.......................  4.6-4.8
.......................  A  1 12-13, rarely 14
.......................  2.5
.......................  exceeds
.......................  40-42
.......................  narrower than snout
........................ present
forskalii
6-6.5
5-5.5
A 1 13-15 
2.75-2.8 
less than 
none stated
equals or exceeds snout 
absent
Klunzinger does not appear to have been completely convinced, his decision involved a reversion 
of the supposedly diagnostic scale counts given by Gunther and Day. He also stated that Ruppell’s 
original illustration (1838, Neu.Wirb.Abyss. PI 33, fig 1), of A.forskalii shows a fish not as slender 
as his (Klunzinger’s) specimens of that species, though this condition he admits to be variable, and 
he suggested the possibility of confusion of specimens by Ruppell. Equally it might indicate that 
Ruppell had rejected the possibility of two species and had selected his types to cover this point. 
Klunzinger stated that Day’s illustration of A.forskalii (1876, loc.cit. PI 71, fig 4) agrees well with 
his (Klunzinger’s) specimens of that species, whereas Day’s illustration in fact shows the depth 4.8 
in standard length and eye 2.4 in head, (Day’s description states both A.forskalii and A. pinguis to 
have eye 2.5 in head), which is unfortunate, as Klunzinger emphasises the lesser depth, 5-5.5 in 
standard length, and the smaller eye, 2.7-2.8 in head, as primary characters in distinction from A. 
pinguis, stated by Klunzinger to have depth 4.6-4.8 and eye 2.5 in head. Further, Day, following 
Gunther’s 1861 data stated A. pinguis to have A  1 14-15 and A. forskalii A 1 13-14, the reverse of 
Klunzinger’s data.
Klunzinger (loc.cit. 1884, 130) attached importance to information gleaned from Red Sea fisher­
men who stated that the shoals of the two forms are always separate, that ripe males and females 
are found in each, and that the two species frequent different reefs. They even had different names 
for the two species.
From what follows there appears to be little possibility that A.pinguis Lacepede, from Mauri­
tius, can be other than the species widespread in the Western Indian Ocean described below. The 
name pinguis alone is almost diagnostic, but there is doubt about A. forskalii Ruppell. By kindness 
of Dr. W . Klausewitz I have been able to examine Ruppell’s types, of which there are six in the 
Senckenberg Museum, Frankfurt, all from Djetta, Red Sea, 1834. Mr. P. J. P. Whitehead has kindly 
sent me a specimen of Atherina forskalii Ruppell, labelled as a paratype, which is presumably one of 
the five noted as “ Presented by Dr. Ruppell, Red Sea”  and described by Gunther (1861, loc.cit, 
397). These seven types (Plate 99) have the data tabulated below:
Five of these Senckenberg Museum types are labelled “ Paratype” . No.SMF 1898 is labelled “ Lec­
totype” but there is no information about the identify of the selector, and there is no publication 
which lists this as a lectotype.
However there appears to be little doubt that SM F 1898 is the specimen illustrated by Ruppell 
(1838, PI.33, fig 1), for Ruppell usually gave life-size illustrations of small fishes, and data from 
the specimen (given first) and those of the ilustration (in brackets) agree well, thus; standard length 
109mm (109): depth 4.7 (4.8): head 3.7 (3.7) in standard length: Eye 2.8 (2.8) in head, 1.1 (1.2) 
in post-orbital. The fins of SMF 1898 are all broken, the second dorsal is defective, with a scale 
covered gap, the others are uncountable. This specimen SM F 1898, 109mm standard length, from 
Djetta, Red Sea, presently in the Senckenberg Museum, Frankfurt, is therefore confirmed as the Lec­
totype. On the basis of body depth as advanced by Klunzinger (above) these seven Red Sea type 
specimens of Ruppell fall more or less into two groups, but SM F 6860 falls midway. The three largest, 
SMF 6856, 6857, and 6898 have the deeper body of A. pinguis as defined by Klunzinger (1884, 
129), three of the smaller fall with A. forskalii. W hile  on the whole the data for the types support 
this cleavage, even apart from SMF 6860 there are anomalies, which are shown in bold type in the 
Table below.
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TABLE III. 
Data of types of Atherina forskalii Ruppell, 1838.
SMF
6856
SMF
6857
SMF
6858
SMF
6859
SMF
6860
SMF
1898
B.M. 
1860, 
11, 19, 
153
Standard length m m ................ 107 96 93 66 59 109 74
Depth in S.L............................ 4.7 4.55 5.2 5.5 4.95 4.7 5.1
Head in S.L............................... 3.7 3.7 3.9 3.7 3.7 3.8 3.9
Eye in head ............................. 2.55 2.55 2.7 2.6 2.65 2.8 2.7
Eye in postorbital .................... 1.0 1.05 1.1 1.07 1.1 1.1 1.0
W idth of head times 
postorbital ............................. 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.25
Width of head in
standard length .................... 6.0 6.4 6.6 6.6 6.4 6.0 6.7
Second dorsal 1 + : 9 10 9 9 9 p 9
Anal 1 +: 14 12 13 12 12 p 14
Pectoral ................................. ? 16 16 16 16 p 16
Scales, series ......................... 44 43 45 43 43 44 43
Scales, predorsal .................... 19 19 18 19 18 18 17
Lower gillrakers .................... 22 21 21 20 20 22 22
Lower margin of silvery 
stripe reaches down fourth 
scale ..................................... 1/3 1/3 1/2 1/2 1/3 1/4 1/2
On this basis Klunzinger was correct in his surmise that Ruppell had "both kinds" before him. 
It may be noted that Ruppell (1835, Neue Wirb.Fische, 132) described A. forskalii as having "Sehr 
grossen augen", which is true of all the types, the eye dimensions being 2.5-2.8 in head.
The establishment of SMF 1898 as the lectotype of A. forskalii has certain consequences. W hile 
it agrees in the main with Klunzinger’s definition of A. pinguis, it has the smaller eye stated to be 
characteristic of A. forskalii fide Klunzinger, and it doubtless lacked the black spot on the pectoral 
of Klunzinger’s A. pinguis, or Ruppell would either have mentioned it or shown it in his illustration. 
It invalidates Klunzinger’s application of the name forskalii Ruppell, to the more slender species, 
and if his contention that the latter is a separate species can be substantiated, that will then re­
quire a new name. Acceptance of the more slender fish as a separate species or subspecies has as 
far as can now be determined, and shown below, only a slender basis. In that respect three small 
specimens from the Red Sea, kindly sent by Dr. Eugenie Clark, make the issue even more confused. 
These are 46, 58 and 65mm total length respectively, and have depth 5.5-6.1, width of head 7.0-7.5 
in standard length, eye 2.3-2.4 in head, D V I+ 1 9-10, A  I 12-13, L. 1. about 42, predorsal 17-18, and 
gillrakers 5+ 1 + 19-21. All have a black blotch on the pectoral and the lower edge of the silvery 
stripe appears to reach one third down on the fourth scale. The largest appears to be an immature 
female, the sex of the others was not determined. In the size of the eye, anal count, black spot on 
pectoral and nature of silvery stripe, these fall with A. pinguis of Klunzinger, 1884, but have the 
slender body of A. forskalii as defined by him. Even allowing that these are juveniles and that the 
eye may become relatively smaller with growth, this does not help the issue of their identity on the 
cleavage proposed by Klunzinger, for then they would agree with Klunzinger’s A. pinguis in anal 
count, black spot and silvery stripe, but with his A. forskalii in body depth and size of eye.
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These smaller Red Sea specimens, unquestionably conspecific and falling within the limits of 
the A. pinguis-forskalii complex, cannot be assigned to either form on the full basis outlined by 
Klunzinger (see above). Large adults from the Red Sea with the narrow subcylindrical body are 
visually distinguishable from those with deeper more compressed body. However as shown in the 
case of the lectotype of Atherina forskalii Ruppell, there are no constant confirmatory characters of 
specific value, and it is difficult to find quantitative data on which to base corresponding division. 
On this issue however I hesitate to disregard entirely the opinion of Klunzinger, an able worker who 
obviously gave considerable attention to the matter in the field. It is therefore here proposed to recog­
nise the more slender fish as having subspecific status. Before this can be named account must be taken 
of the status of A. forskalii Ruppell, which from the nature of the type, SMF 1898, is reduced to the 
level of a synonym of A. pinguis Lacepede. A  new name is therefore necessary, and Pranesus pinguis 
ruppelli subsp. nov., is here proposed, the type SMF 6858, 93mm standard length, from Djetta, Red 
Sea, presently in the Senckenberg Museum, syntypes are SMF 6859, in the Senckenberg Museum, 
and No. 1860.11.19,153 in the British Museum. The two subspecies in the Red Sea appear to be 
distinguishable as follows:
P.p. forskali
Depth in standard length .......................................... 4.55-4.95
Anal soft rays ........................................................... 12-13(14)
W idth of head in standard length  ....................  6.0-6.4
Silvery stripe usually reaches down the fourth scale One third or less
P.p. ruppelli
5.0-5.5 
(12)13-15 
6 . 6 - 6.1 
One half
It may be noted that in preservation, especially in formalin, the width of the silvery stripe may be 
affected. In most of my specimens the lower margin of the stripe is seldom clearly defined. In other 
respects the two subspecies appear to be similar, and it must be emphasised that this distinction may 
well be upset by further investigation of ample material from the Red Sea, which is certainly neces­
sary. It is e.g. of importance to determine whether the breeding rhythms of the reputed two forms 
coincide or not. Klunzinger did not comment on that point. In passing, attention may be drawn to 
a curious statement in Ruppell’s original description of A. forskalii (1835,133). He writes “ Die lange 
schwimmblase erstrekt sich als doppelte Kegelspitze weit in die Muskeln des Schwanzes hinein” . A  
bifurcated air-bladder with terminal caudal horns does not appear to have been recorded in any 
member of this family. In all Western Indian Ocean specimens of Pranesus examined, the abdominal 
cavity ends abruptly at the ana! origin.
Whatever may be established in the Red Sea, among numerous specimens from the Western 
Indian Ocean I have not seen any that are exactly identical with the slender sub-cylindrical speci­
mens of P. pinguis ruppelli from the Red Sea. The data given in the tables below illustrate how 
there is continuous graduation of characters and dimensions over the limits defined by Klunzinger.
Tables of localities and data from specimens of Pranesus pinguis Lacepede, from the Western 
Indian Ocean are summarised in tables IV-IX following. W hile data of Red Sea specimens are given, 
unless stated they are not included in the totals.
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Table IV. SP IN ES IN  FIRST DORSAL SOFT RAYS IN SECOND DORSAL
V VI V II 9 10 11
Red Sea* 3 7 — 6 4 —
E. Africa north of S. Africa 7 5 — 1 11 —
S. Africa 13 4 1 5 9 4
Seychelles, Aldabra, Madagascar, 
Mauritius 7 10 — 6 11 —
Total 27 19 1 12 31 4
Including Red Sea 30 26 1 18 35 4
capricornensis (Austr.) 1 1 I † 1 I † —
insularum (Samoa, Hawaii) — X — X X X
* Includes all Ruppell’s types. †Full range not known.
TABLE V. AN A L SOFT RAYS.
12 13 14 15 16 17
Red Sea* 4 4 2 — — —
E. Africa north of South Africa — — 8 3 1 —
Natal, South Africa — 2 8 5 1 1
Seychelles, Aldabras, Madagascar, 
Mauritius —  | 2 13 1 1 —
Western Indian Ocean total —  | 4 29 9 3 1
W . Ind Ocean specimens with 
black pectoral blotch — 2 10 5 1 1
capricornensis (Austr) — 1 1 1 — —
insularum (Samoa, Hawaii). — — X X X X
* Includes all Ruppell’s types.
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TABLE VI.
LO W ER  GILLRAKERS.
Area 19 20 21 22
Red Sea* — 2 4 4
E. Africa north of South Africa 2 3 6 1
S. Africa 4 6 3 —
Seychelles, Aldabras, Madagascar, Mauritius 3 7 2 —
W . Indian Ocean total 9 16 11 1
* Includes all Ruppell’s types.
TABLE V II.
DEPTH OF BODY AND S IZE  OF EYE*
EYE IN HEAD
Depth in 
standard 
length
Number of 
specimens 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8-2.9
4.5-4.7 8 — 1 6 1 —
4.8 8 — 2 — 3 3
4.9 5 2 — 2 1 —
5.0 9 1 1 2 3 2
5.1 7 — 1 4 1 1
5.2 3 — — — 1 2
5.3-5.5 3 1 1 — — 1
Total 43 4 6 14 10 9
*Red Sea fishes not included.
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TABLE V III.  
DEPTH OF BODY AND W ID T H  OF HEAD IN STANDARD LENGTH*
W ID TH  OF HEAD IN STANDARD LENGTH
Whatever may be the situation in the Red Sea, numerous specimens, 50- 140mm in length, from 
over much of the tropical Western Indian Ocean, the type locality of Atherina pinguis Lacepede, do 
not provide any obvious basis for separation into different species or subspecies. From a distinct black 
spot on the pectoral there are all grades to an immaculate fin. Those with this pectoral blotch are 
found to be either ripe females, spent fishes, or lack viscera.
Data from the specimen illustrated (Fig 3), 140mm total length, from Tongaland, from three 
typical specimens from Durban, one from Northern Mozambique and one from Seychelles are tabu­
lated below:
TABLE IX
Pranesus pinguis pinguis
Locality Durban Durban Durban Tongaland
North
Mozam­
bique
Seychelles
Standard length mm 98 104 106 120 84 80
Depth in S.L. 4.65 4.7 5.1 5.2 4.7 4.7
Head width in S.L. 6.8 6.6 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.6
Eye in head 2.65 2.65 2.65 2.8 2.5 2.6
Dorsal V + l II V l + I 10 V + l 10 V ll + I 10 V + l 9 Vl + I 10
Anal 1 + 16 17 14 15 14 14
Pectoral blotch No No No Yes Yes Trace
Silvery stripe down on 
fourth scale 1/4 1/4 1/4 1/3 1/3 1/2
Sex Spent? ? Spent? Ripefemale
Ripe
female
Ripe
female
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Study of the data reveals that these specimens do not fall wholly into either of the subspecies 
defined in the Red Sea.
Subspecific distinction on the basis shown below covers most of the difficulties and anomalies
outlined above. This applies to adults only.
Subspecies of Pranesus pinguis (Lacepede)
A. (Red Sea). Anal soft rays 12-15, average less than 13.
I. Body depth 4.5-4.9. W idth of head 6.0-6.4 in standard length   forskalii
II. Body depth 5.0-5.5, width of head 6.6-7.5 in standard length........ ruppelli nov.
B. (Indo Pacific). Anal soft rays 13-17, average 14 or more ........... .... .... pinguis
Investigation of numbers of specimens from the Red Sea may confirm the slightly greater average of 
gillrakers shown in Table VI.
Schultz (1953, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 202, 1, 306-7) has given a key to the tropical Western 
Pacific species of Pranesus where he suggested that P. pinguis may need to be divided into various, at 
least Pacific subspecies. It is worthy of note that he accepts P. insularum (Jordan and Evermann, 
1902) from Hawaii, as distinct from P. pinguis in having A  I 16 instead of A  I 12-15 (rarely 16) in 
P. pinguis. If this and comparable variation be accepted as a basis for specific distinction, my 
Western Indian Ocean specimens should be a medley of species, i.e. P. pinguis Lacepede, 1803: P. 
insularum Jordan and Evermann, 1902: and P. capricornensis Woodland, 1961 ; which however is not 
obvious from data of the specimens described above.
Schultz (1953, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 202, 1, 299, 307) apparently accepts A. forskalii Ruppell, 
as distinct from A. pinguis Lacepede, his reasons he indicates by separation at generic level. He placed 
the latter in Pranesus Whitley, and the former in Allanetta Whitley. He has apparently not noticed 
the statement by Klunzinger (1870, Syn. Fish. Roth. Meer, 832; and 1884, Neue Wirb, 130) that 
A. forskalii has no posterior elevated mandibular process.
Some workers find it difficult to credit that small fishes from remote areas such as Australia 
or Samoa can be specifically identical with those found in the Red Sea or Mauritius. It has however 
been established that some even relatively minute feeble forms extend over vast areas, e.g. the tiny 
Doryrhamphus melanopleura Bleeker, 1858 is found over virtually the whole tropical and temperate 
Indian and Pacific Oceans from 32°S in South Africa to the far Eastern Pacific. Relatively minor 
variations appear to justify subspecific tendencies in D. melanopleura taken in the Samoan area, but 
specimens of that species from the Western Indian Ocean differ so little from the suggested Hawaiian 
subspecies as not to merit subspecific distinction from them. Atherina pinguis Lacepede, as here 
defined, though small, is a robust, well armoured, fast swimming and clearly hardy fish. In the exten­
sive open area north of Madagascar vast shoals of this fish are migratory and probably cover great 
distances. There does not appear to be any reason why this species should not extend over as great 
an area as a much feebler Pipefish.
From the evidence available it appears difficult to evade the conclusion that the specimens des­
cribed, including those from the Red Sea, represent only one rather variable species.
Distinction of the following from P. pinguis Lacepede appear to need further justification or con­
firmation of data and illustrations.
Hepsetia pinguis mineri Nichols and Roemhild, 1951, Marine Life, 1, 57, fig 1 (Samoa). This is stated 
to have D V + l 10. A I 15. Gillrakers 22. Depth 4.9 (fig 5.2), head 3.6 (fig 3.8). Eye 2.5 in head. 
Pectoral with blotch. The figure shows both dorsal fins somewhat more anterior than in Western 
Indian Ocean fishes.
Pranesus capricornensis Woodland, 1961, Pacific Science, 15, 540, Fig 1 (Australia). The description 
states D V-VII + I 9-10. A I 13-15. Gillrakers 5-6+1 + 19-22. Depth 4.8-5.1, head 4.0-4.2 in 
standard length. Pectoral distally dusky.
Pranesus ogilbyi Whitley, 1930, Mem. Qsl. Mus. 10, 9, based on Atherina pinguis Lacepede, as des­
cribed and figured by Ogilby (1912, Mem. Qsl. Mus. 1 38, PI. 12, fig 1) has the pectoral blotch, and 
appears to be identical in most respects with my specimens, but is stated to have gillrakers 6-7 + 24- 
27 (ours 5-6+1 + 18-21). If that count be established this form may merit distinction.
Pranesus insularum Jordan & Evermann, 1902, Bull. Fish. Comm. 22, 170 (Hawaii), is stated to have 
D Vl + I 11, A  I 16, depth 4.7, head 4 in standard length, eye 3.0 in head, the pectoral without 
dark blotch. The illustration (J. &  E. 1905, ibid., 23, 138, fig 47) shows the eye 2.7 in head, the 
first dorsal origin less than a head length behind head and the second dorsal origin also further
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forward than in my specimens. I suspect the original data (not since revised) are from only the 
type, examination of further material will almost certainly reveal variation, which may bring the 
data more in line with those of Western Indian Ocean specimens.
PRANESUS PIN G U IS (Lacepede, 1803).
(Plates 99, A-F: and 100, A-C)
The literature on this species is voluminous. The presentation below can be only tentative as each 
record needs to be checked against the actual specimens.
A. Pranesus pinguis pinguis Lacepede.
I. Western Indian Ocean.
Atherina pinguis Lacepede 1803, Hist. Nat. Poiss 5, 372, PI 11 (Mauritius). Poll 1863, Enum. 
Anim. Vert. Madag, 69 (Record). Playfair 1867, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 863 (record Seychelles). 
Bleeker and Pollen 1875, Fish. Madag. 79 (rec. Madag). Sauvage 1875-91, Poiss. Madag. 409 and 
522 (rec.) Bleeker 1879, Verh. Akad. Afd. Nat. 18 (record Mauritius). Jatzow and Lenz 1898, Abh. 
Senck. Nat. Ges. Frankfurt, 21, 515 (rec. Zanzibar). Regan 1908, Ann. Natal Mus. 1 , 243 (Kosi Bay). 
Pellegrin 1914, Bull. Soc. Zool. Fr. 39, 223 (rec. Madag). Gilchrist and Thompson 1917, Ann. 
Durb. Mus. 1, 311 (rec. Natal). Baissac 1949, Trans. Roy. Soc. Arts. Sci. Mauritius (c), 15, 30 
(rec.).
Hepsetia pinguis. Fowler 1923, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phil. 75, 37 (rec. Madag). Barnard 1925. Ann. 
S. Afr. Mus. 21, 299 (S. Africa). Baissac 1949, Trans. Roy. Soc. Art. Sci. Mauritius (c) 15, 30 (rec). 
Smith 1949, Sea Fishes S. Afr. 325, PI 68. fig 894 (S. Africa). Fourmanoir 1954, Mem. Inst. Sci. 
Madag. (A) 9, 221 (rec. Madag); and, 1957, ibid.(F), 1, 770 Madag. Comores). Smith 1957 Ann. 
Mag. Nat. Hist. (12).9, 722 (rec. Aldabra). Blanc & Postel 1958, Mem. Inst. Sci. Madag. (E), 2, 
368 (rec. Reunion). Kiener 1961, Bull. Madag. 179, 330, fig 15: and: 1963, Poiss, et. Pisc. Madag. 
81, 85, PI 49. Smith & Smith 1963, Fish. Seychelles 43, PI 33, H.
Atherina forskalii (non Ruppell) Playfair & Gunther 1866, Fish. Zanzibar 78 (rec). Sauvage 1875-91, 
Poiss. Madag. 522 (rec). Smith &  Smith 1963, Fish. Seychelles 43 (rec).
Allanetta forskali (non Ruppell) Morrow 1954, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (12), 7, 806 (rec. Pemba). 
Pranesus pinguis Morrow 1954, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (12). 7. 806 (rec. Pemba).
Atherina affinis Bennett 1831, Proc. Zool. Soc. 166 (Mauritius). Telfair 1835, Fisch. Moritz, 358 
(Mauritius).
Atherina pectoralis Cuvier and Valenciennes 1835. Hist. Nat. Poiss. 10, 447 (Mauritius).
II INDO-PACIFIC BEYOND THE W ESTERN  IND IAN  OCEAN
Atherina forskalii Day 1875-78, Fishes of India, 345, PI 71, fig 4. Macleay 1883, Proc. Linn, Soc. 
N.S.W. 7, 362 (rec. New Guinea). Seale 1910, Philip. Journ. Sci. 5, 268 (Borneo). Weber 1913, 
Fische Siboga, 134 (rec. E. Indies). De Beaufort 1913, Bijdr. Nederl. Dierk. Ver. Amst. 105 (Ambon). 
Weber & de Beaufort 1922, Fish. Ind. Aust. Arch. 4, 274 (E. Afr. to Pacific). Duncker & Mohr 
1926, Mitt. Zool. Mus. Hamb. 42, 135 (rec. Pacific). Fowler 1928, Mem. B.P. Bishop Mus. 10, 119 
(Oceania). Fowler 1934, Mem. B.P. Bishop Mus. 11, 398 (rec. Oceania). Fowler 1935, Hong Kong 
Nat. 6, 136, fig 54 (China). Seale 1935, Proc. Calif. Acad. Sci. (4), 21, 354 (West Polynesia & 
Melanesia). Herre 1939, Field. Mus. Nat. Hist. 21, 89 (Pacific). Herre 1939, Annot. Zool. Japan. 
18, 300 (Nanyo). Blegvad 1944, Dan. Invest. Iran. 185, fig 111 (Iranian Gulf). Scott 1959, Sea 
fishes Malaya, 122, fig. Fowler 1959, Fishes Fiji, 152.
Allanetta forskalii (non Ruppell) Munro 1955, Marine & Fresh W . Fishes Ceylon, 95, PI 16, fig 264. 
Inger 1957, Fieldiana, Zool. 36, 374 (North Borneo).
Pranesus forskalii (non Ruppell) Fowler 1949, Mem. B. P. Bishop Mus. 12, 68 (rec. Oceania). 
Atherina pinguis Steindachner 1866, Sitzber. Akad. Wiss. Wien, 53, 458 (Port Jackson). Day 1875- 
78, Fishes of India, 344. Macleay 1881, Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W. 6, 38 (Australia). Ogilby 1912, 
Mem. Queensland Mus. 1, 37, PI 12, fig 1 (Austr) De Beaufort 1913, Bijdr. Nederl. Dierk. Ver. 
Amst. 105 (Saonek). Weber 1913, Fische Siboga, 135 (East Indies). Fowler 1940, Proc. Amer. 
Phil. Soc. 82, 761 (rec. Sydney). Fowler 1959, Fishes Fiji, 152 (Fiji).
Hepsetia pinguis Waite 1921, Rec. S. Austr. Mus. 2, fig 122 (S. Australia). Fowler 1928, Mem.
B. P. Bishop, Mus. 10, 120 (Oceania): and, 1931, ibid, 11, 324 and 398 (rec. Oceania). Herre 1936 
Field. Mus. Nat. Hist. 21, 91 (Pacific). Schultz 1943, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 180, 77 (Phoenix and 
Samoan 1st).
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Pranesus pinguis Fowler 1949, Mem. B.P. Bishop Mus. 12, 68 (rec. Oceania). Fowler 1953, Ichth. 
Notes, Queensl. No 2, 14. Schultz 1953, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 202, 309 (Marshall & Marianas). 
Hiatt & Strasburg 1960, Ecol. Monogr. 30, 78 (Marshall Isl).
Hepsetia pinguis mineri Nichols & Roemhild 1951, Mar. Life Occ. Pap. 1 (Samoa).
Atherina vaigiensis Quoy and Gaimard 1824, Uranie Poiss. 355 (East Indies). Kendall and Golds­
borough 1911, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool. 26, 255 (Guam & Caroline Isl).
Atherina lacunosa Forster in C. & V. 1835, 10, 337 Bleeker 1853, Nat. Tyds, Ned. Ind. 5, 504 (E. 
Indies). Gunther 1876-81, Fische Sudsee. 2, 213, PI 118, E (E. Indies). Kendall & Goldsborough 
1911, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool. 26, 253 (Marshall Is.).
Atherina morrisi Jordan and Starks 1906, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus. 30, 697, fig 3 (Japan).
? Pranesus ogilbyi W hitley 1930, Mem. Queensl. Mus. 10, 9 (Australia).
B. Pranesus pinguis forskali Ruppell, 1838.
Atherina forskalii Ruppell 1838, Neue Wirb. Fische, 132, PI 33, fig 1: and, 1852, Fische und 
Skelet. 11 (Red Sea).
Atherina pinguis Klunzinger 1884, Fische Roth. Meer. 130, pl 11, fig 2.
Hepsetia pinguis Ben-Tuvia 1953, Israel Fisheries Res Bull 8, fig 9 only no descrn. (Medit).
C. Pranesus pinguis ruppelli subsp. nov.
Atherina forskalii Klunzinger 1884, Fische Rothen Meer. 130, PI 11. fig 3.
INCERTAE SEDIS
Atherina pinguis Klunzinger 1870, Verh. Zool-Bot. Gesells. Wien. 20, 833. Steindachner 1902 
(1907), Denk. Akad. Wiss, Wien. 71, 166 (rec. Arabia). Borsieri 1904, Ann. Mus. Civ. Stor. nat. 
Genova (3), 47, 213 (rec. Eritrea). Bamber 1915, Journ. Linn. Soc. 31, 482 (rec. Red Sea).
Atherina (Hepsetia) pinguis Norman 1927, Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 22, 380 (rec. Medit. ex Red Sea): 
and 1929, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 615 (rec. Suez).
Hepsetia pinguis Jordan and Hubbs 1919, Lel. Stanford Univ. 32 (Medit. and Red Sea), Chabanaud, 
1933, Bull. Soc. Zool. Fr. 58, 291: and, 1934, Bull. Mus. Nat. Hist. Nat. 6, (1), 158 (rec. Suez). 
Gruvel 1936, Mem. pres. Inst. Egypt 29, 172 (rec. Suez). Gruvel and Chabanaud 1937, ibid, 35, 11, 
fig 14 (Suez). Tortonese 1948, Arch. Zool, Ital. Napoli, 33, 279 (rec. Suez). Ben-Tuvia 1953, Nature 
172, 465 (rec. Medit. ex Suez), and 1953, Israel Fisheries Res. Bull. 8, 16, not fig (Medit): and, 1963, 
Fishermen’s Bull. 32, 19 (Red Sea). Budker and Fourmanoir 1954, Bull. Mus. Nat. Hist. 26, 324 (Red 
Sea).
Pranesus pinguis Fowler and Steinitz 1956, Bull. Res. Council Israel 5B, 273 (Red Sea).
Atherina hepsetus (non Linn) Forskal 1775, Descript. Anim. 69, (Red Sea).
Atherina forskalii Gigglioli 1888, Ann. Mus. Civ. Stor. Genova (2), 6, 70 (rec. Eritrea). Tillier 1902, 
Mem. Soc. Zool. France, 15, 292 (rec. Suez). Pellegrin 1912, Ann. Mus. Zool. Univ. Napoli 3, (27), 
7. (rec. Eritrea). Jordan and Hubbs 1917, Ann. Carnegie Mus. II, 462, PI 46 (Suez). Borodin 1930, 
Bull, Vanderbilt Mar. Mus. 1, (2), 49 (rec. Red Sea). Tortonese 1937, Boll. Mus. Zool. Anat. comp. 
Torino, 45, 211 (rec. Red Sea).
Allanetta forskali Steinitz and Ben-Tuvia 1955, Israel Fisheries Bull. 11,5 (rec. Red Sea).
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Fig 3. Pranesus pinguis pinguis (Lacepede). 140mm (South Africa).
D V-VII + I 9-11. A I 12-17. P 1,13-16 = 14-17. Scales lateral series 41-45. Tr. 6. Predorsal
18-20. Mostly 11, rarely 12 scales round the peduncle, the lectotype of A. forskalii Ruppell, has 12.
Gillrakers 5-6+1+18-21. Depth 4.5-5.5, head 3.8-4.2 in standard length, 1.1-1.2 times depth of 
body. Eye 2.4-2.9 in head, exceeds snout, less than to slightly more than postorbital length, 1.2-0.8 
times the interorbital with age. Girth over pectoral 1.7-1.85 in standard length. Body relatively little 
compressed, robust, more so with age, the head wide, its width close behind the head not less than 
the depth of the head through mid eye. There is a marked concavity in the hind preopercle margin 
just above the angle. The interorbital is wide, its surface undulated transversely from longitudinal 
grooves. Gillrakers are well developed, the front two smaller. The abdominal cavity ends abruptly 
before the anal origin, there is no penetration of the tail muscles by bifurcated air-bladder as stated 
by Ruppell (see above). The mouth is oblique, the maxilla reaches to below about the front of the 
pupil, the lower jaw is shorter. There is no restriction of opening of the jaw by the skinny fold round 
the angle. There is no obvious posterior elevation of the mandible. The premaxillae are not ex­
panded posteriorly and there is no elevated dorso-lateral process. The basic ascending process is short
and stout and has a hinged apical portion that in situ bends down (backwards) producing a small
but perceptible median knob near the front of the snout, the process does not extend beyond the 
level of the front of the orbit. There is a band of fine teeth in the upper jaw, the outer part exsert, 
grading into the rugose outer surface of the premaxilla, broad at the front of the snout. There is a 
similar narrower band of teeth in the lower jaw with a few fine teeth on the lip in front. Vomer 
with a narrow transverse band of fine teeth, about six series in front, hind series larger. On the head 
of the palatine is a narrow band of fine teeth, tapering posteriorly, its length about two thirds of that 
of the vomerine band. Much of the pterygoid is studded with fine bluntly conical teeth that radiate 
outwards from the centre in irregular series, the anterior and posterior widest and densest. On 
the tongue there is an ovoid basal patch and other groups posteriorly.
The first dorsal origin is distinctly behind the anus, 1.15-1.28 times as far from snout tip as 
caudal base, the second dorsal origin is about midway between caudal base and tip of pectoral, twice 
as far from caudal base as hind margin of eye. The base of the second dorsal is slightly less than 
snout plus eye. The anal origin is slightly less than twice as far from snout tip as caudal base, the 
anal base is about two thirds of a head length. Pectoral 1.15-1.25 in head. The pelvic is about 1.7 
in head, is inserted well in advance of the first dorsal and about 1.7 times further from caudal base 
than the level of the snout tip, it is well in advance of the tip of the pectorals. The scales are stout 
and firmly embedded. In life the young are translucent, with age less so. As preserved, milky yellow, 
front of snout above eye and upper part of opercle dusky. On the back the scale pockets are out­
lined by lines and groups of black spots, there is a dark line predorsal along the midline of the back and 
the back round the base of the second dorsal is blackish. The silvery stripe is variable in width, in 
many cases only a narrow upper part is pigmented, the lower portion and margin are barely defined 
in formalin preserved specimens. The stripe is often deepest below the front of the second dorsal 
fin and tapers posteriorly.
Described from numerous specimens 35-140mm length from over a wide area of the Western 
Indian Ocean, including Natal, Mozambique, Tanganyika, Kenya, Zanzibar, Pemba, Mafia, the Alda- 
bras and Seychelles: also specimens from the Red Sea as specified above.
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As discussed above it seems likely that this species extends from Africa to at least the central 
Pacific. It is one of the most robust and well armoured, occurring at times in vast shoals and is of 
importance as food both to man and various aquatic predators and birds. Some at least of the nume­
rous synonyms may achieve ultimate validation at subspecific rank. In South Africa we have found 
it as far south as about 32°S, very rarely. It has also penetrated the eastern Mediterranean.
4. Teramulus gen.nov.
The type Teramulus kieneri sp.nov. Upper part of pectoral base above lateral stripe. Abdominal 
cavity ends abruptly at anal origin, not entering caudal. Anus far before anal origin, before tips of 
pelvics. Premaxilla not expanded distally, with a low dorso-lateral elevation, the ascending process 
short, reaches barely to above front of eye. No visible posterior elevation on mandible inside the 
mouth. Margin of upper jaw straight on side with a small but distinct notch on side in front with 
age. Teeth mildly or strongly hocked. Teeth present or absent on vomer, none on palatine. The 
predorsal scaling continues to above eyes, ends in a subcircular median scale whose front margin is 
over the front of the orbit. No long scale over ventral surface of pelvic. Two species, the type, from 
mangroves, brackish water estuaries, and coastal marshes in the environs of Tamatave, and another 
from freshwater streams, both Madagascar.
Teramulus is closely related to Pranesus W hitley but is distinguished from that genus as shown 
above. Also the snout in Teramulus is markedly more pointed. Teramulus may have developed from 
Pranesus Whitley, or the two have common ancestry.
TERAM ULUS K IENERI sp .nov.
(Plate 101, E)
Atherina duodecimalis (non C & V), Kiener 1961, Bull.Madag. 179,331, fig 14 (environs of 
Tamatave, East Madagascar).
Fig 4 . Teramulus kieneri sp.nov. Type, 50mm.
D IV-V+I 9-10 (2xIV ; 2xV; 1x9; 3x10). A  I 13-14 (1x13; 3x14). P 1,12-14 (1x12; 2x13; 1x14). 
L .1.36-37 Tr. 6 Predorsal 13-14( + 2 on head.) (3x13; 1x14). Gillrakers 4-5+1+17-18 (2x17;
2x18). Depth 5.2-5.6, head 3.4-3.6 in standard length. Eye 2.6-2.8 in head, 1.2 in interorbital, 1.4 
times snout. Body well compressed, snout profile rather pointed. The hind preopercle margin is 
gently undulate, with a marked concavity close above the angle. W idth of head slightly less than 
its depth. The interorbital has a low rounded median longitudinal ridge ending opposite the front of 
the orbit, flanked by a longitudinal groove each side, the supra-orbital margin being raised. G ill­
rakers are well developed, the front two smaller. The abdominal cavity ends abruptly before the anal 
origin. The vent is a variable moderate distance in advance of the tips of the pelvics, and is slightly 
in advance of the front dorsal origin.
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Mouth oblique, lower jaw projects, the maxilla extends to below beyond the front of the eye. 
The side of the upper jaw is straight but with a Symphyseal knob projecting to form a notch in the 
profile. The Symphyseal knobs are beset with denticles above and fine curved projecting teeth below. 
Fine sharp curved teeth in a narrow band in each jaw, the outer series enlarged, those in upper jaw 
exsert when the mouth is closed. Minute teeth in a narrow sparse band across the vomer, none on 
palatines. A patch of minute teeth on the base of the tongue. Fine ciliate teeth on the hind part 
of the pterygoid.
The first dorsal origin is about or slightly behind midway between the base of caudal and front 
of snout, and fairly close behind the level of the vent. The second dorsal origin is little more than 
twice as far from snout tip as caudal base. The base of the fin is about 2.2 in head. The anal origin 
is about midway between base of caudal and hind margin of head. Its base is about 1.65 in head. 
Pectoral about 1.5, pelvic about 2.2-23 in head. Caudal forked. Scales fairly deciduous. Predorsal 
scaling regular to the front of the trunk, the scaling continues on the head, ending with a median 
circular scale in interorbital, its front margin above the front of the orbit. No long pointed scale 
covering lower basal half of pelvic.
Obviously translucent in life; as preserved milky yellow, with narrow black-speckled silvery 
stripe, faint and narrower near caudal base. Top of head, top and front of side of snout and lower 
jaw dusky from rounded black spots. Upper part of iris black. Upper part of back densely speckled 
black, margins of scales most prominent, especially front median predorsal. Lower half of body 
uniform light. The two dorsal fins light with sparse small black spots. Caudal lobes spotted black 
distally. Base of pectoral spotted, the fin with a few speckles. Inside of operculum with black spots. 
Pelvics plain. In the type the ventral profile is as strongly outlined as the dorsal with dense black 
spots.
Described from four specimens, 37-52mm length, from the Paris Museum, collected by Drs. 
Arnoult and Kiener from brackish water and coastal swamps near Tamatave, Madagascar. These, 
kindly lent by Dr. M. Bauchot are Paris Museum No. 31259, 37mm, and three, all of No. 60243, 
which are 50, 50 and 52mm length respectively. The type, 50mm length, in excellent condition, has 
been returned to the Museum Histoire Naturelie in Paris, whose Director has kindly permitted a 
paratype, 60243, 50mm length, to be retained in this Department.
The three specimens No 60243 were originally identified as Atherina duodecimalis C & V, and 
were registered as such in the Museum at Paris. By kindness of Drs. J. Guibe and M. Bauchot I have 
been able to examine the type, No. A4382, of Atherina duodecimalis C & V, 1837 from Ceylon. 
This has the following measurements, all in mm: Total length 81, standard length 69, depth 12, 
head 18, eye 8.5, interorbital 7, snout 3.5; postorbital 7. Thus, depth is 5.7, head 3.8 in standard 
length. Eye 2.1 in head, exceeds interorbital. D V + l 9. A I 12. P 1,14. L.1.36. Predorsal 17, no 
scale in interorbital. Gillrakers 6+1+21. Hind preopercle margin with marked concavity above 
angle. The maxilla extends beyond the front of the eye. A  moderate posterior elevation on mandible 
within mouth. Premaxilla with a prominent rounded dorso-lateral elevation, the ascending process 
is short and stout, and does not reach beyond the front of the orbit. Fine teeth in bands in each 
jaw, the Symphyseal knob with denticles, fine teeth in a band across vomer and on palatines. The 
first dorsal origin is midway between the base of the caudal and the centre of the eye, the origin 
of the second dorsal is 2.4 times further from tip of snout than from the caudal base. The base 
of the second dorsal is about 2.4 in head.
Atherina duodecimalis C & V, 1837 appears to fall in Allanetta Whitley, 1943. Teramulus 
kieneri differs from A. duodecimalis in lack of palatine teeth, in lacking the posterior elevation on 
the mandible, in the presence of the interorbital scaling and of a notch in the upper jaw, also in 
data such as anal count, predorsal scales, gillrakers, and the dorsal insertions are more anterior.
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To summarise:
TABLE X.
A.duodecimalis T.waterloti T.kieneri.
Dorsal V + l 9 IV-V+I 8(-9) IV-V+I 9-10
Ana! 1 12 I 11 (-12) 1 13-14
Gillrakers 6+1+21 2-3 + 1 + 13-14 4-5 + 1 + 17-18
Predorsal 17 13-14 + 2 13-14 + 2
Scales to 
above eye Not apparent Yes Yes
Teeth Curved Hooked Curved
First dorsal Plain Black Spotted
5. Allanetta Whitley, 1943.
Allanetta Whitley 1943, Proc. Linn, Soc. N.S.W. 68, 135, the type Atherina mugiloides McCulloch, 
1912 (Australia). Abdominal cavity ending abruptly at anal origin, not extending into the tail. Anus 
well before anal origin, about at tips of pelvics. Premaxilla not expanded distally, with marked 
obtuse dorso-lateral process, the ascending process moderate, reaches above front of orbit. A distinct 
posterior elevation on mandible, clearly visible as mouth opens. Minute teeth in jaws, on vomer 
and on pterygoid, sometimes on palatine. A  distinct concavity in the hind margin of the preopercle 
just above the angle. A  ventral branch of the supraorbital sensory canal down behind the eye opens 
halfway down forming a distinct break in the orbital margin. An adipose flap covers the angle at 
the hind upper fourth of the eye. Gillrakers well developed.
Schultz (1948, loc. cit, 8,23) proposed the genus Hypoatherina, the type Atherina uisila Jordan 
&• Searle, 1906 (which is here considered probably identical with A.afra Peters, 1855) as differing 
from Allanetta Whitley, in having the anus posterior to the tips of the pelvics. The present investi­
gation has shown this character to be inconstant even in one species and certainly not meriting even 
subgeneric rank.
Few species, tropical Indo Pacific, in general closely related, two in the Western Indian Ocean, 
one localised, one widespread, distinguished as follows:
A. Second dorsal with 9, rarely 8, soft rays. A  I 11-12(13). Gillrakers
5-6+1+20-23. Body little compressed, width behind head little less
than maximum depth of body in adult. Vomer and palatines dentate.
(Indian Ocean, W . Pacific?) ...................................................................  afra
B. Second dorsal with 9-11 soft rays. A I 13-16. Gillrakers 4-5 +1 + 1 + 16- 
19. Body compressed, width behind head about 3/4 maximum depth 
of body in adult. Vomer, but not palatines dentate. (East Africa) .......  klunzingeri nov.
ALLANETTA AFRA (Peters, 1855)
(Plate 98, C)
Atherina afra Peters 1855, in Wiegm, Arch. 244 (Mozambique).
Atherina cylindrica (non Linn), Klunzinger 1870, Syn. Fisch. Roth. Meer, 834 (Red Sea). 
Atherina gobio Klunzinger 1884, Fisch. Roth. Meer, 130, PI X I, Fig 4, 4a (Red Sea). 
Hypoatherina gobio Marshall 1952, Manihine Exp, 24 (Red Sea).
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Allanetta gobio Morrow, 1954, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (12), I , 806 (Record Pemba).
Atherina afra Playfair 1867, Fish Seychelles, 863 (rec). Hornell and du Pont 1927, Fish Seych, 236 
(rec).
Fig 5. Allanetta afra (Peters). 108mm (Pinda)
D V-VII + 1 (8-)9. A  I 11-12(13). P 1,14-15,1 = 16-17. Scales, lateral series 42-44. Tr. 6-7. 
Predorsal 17-19. Gillrakers 5-6+1+20-23. Depth 5.8-6.9, head 4-4.4 in standard length. Eye 2.5-3 
in head, about equals interorbital, 1.3-1.5 times snout, 1.2 in postorbital. Body elongate, sub-cylin­
drical, little compressed, its width behind head almost as great as its depth. Dorsal profile almost 
flat, snout bluntly conical, interorbital wide and almost flat. A  marked wide concavity just above 
the angle in the hind margin of the preopercle. Gillrakers as long as eye. Anus variably slightly 
before, opposite, or distinctly behind tip of pelvic. The mouth is oblique, the maxilla extends to 
or almost to below the front of the orbit. Premaxilla not expanded posteriorly, a well defined 
rounded dorso-lateral process, the ascending process stout but short, not extending beyond front of 
orbit. A marked posterior elevation on the mandible. In the upper jaw there is a narrow band of 
fine teeth, partly exsert, more so posteriorly, external when the mouth is closed. There is a similar 
band at the front of the lower jaw. Vomer with a transverse band of fine teeth, about four times 
as wide as deep, the front 4-5 series minute, the hinder larger, retrorse. On the head of the pala­
tine there is a narrow band of teeth, 5-6 larger with minute teeth at base. On the pterygoid poste­
riorly there are a few irregular rows of fine denticles. There is a cluster at the back of the tongue, 
others, narrower, behind.
The first dorsal origin variably at, or slightly before or behind midway between tip of snout 
and caudal base. The second dorsal origin is behind that of the anal, 2.4-2.5 times as far from 
snout tip as caudal base. Base of second dorsal about equals but does not exceed the postorbital 
part of the head. Anal origin in advance of dorsal origin, almost exactly twice as far from snout tip 
as caudal base, the base of the fin about equals eye plus snout. Pectoral 1.5 in head, pelvics 2.2 in 
head, inserted 1.5-1.6 (rarely 1.7) times as far from caudal base as snout tip. Klunzinger (1884. 
Pi. X I, Fig 4) shows twice as far, in a syntype of A.cylincdrica Klunzinger, it is 1.7 times.
The scales are relatively thick and quite firmly embedded.
In life partly translucent, edge of branchiostegal membrane, isthmus, midline of chest, and 
stripe silvery. As preserved, faint light olive yellow above with hind margins of scales darker, lighter 
below. Opercles, tip of snout and top of head dusky. Median predorsal scale series dark. Fins light.
Specimens 40-110mm total length, Inhaca, Pinda, Mafia, Shimoni, Aldabra, Assumption, Poivre, 
Seychelles, Red Sea.
By kindness of Dr. Deckert, Berlin, I have been able to examine the type and cotype of Atherina 
afra Peters, 1855, from Mozambique, 105 and 102mm total length respectively, both in good 
condition. Peter’s original description (1855, loc. cit above) has long been a puzzle since it states 
that the first dorsal origin is “ about 1½times head length behind the head” . I know of no marine 
Atherinid fish likely to be in the Indian Ocean to which this could apply. Further none of our 
specimens agreeing otherwise with Peters’ diagnosis were as large as 105mm. Peters states D Vl + I 
10. A I 13-14. First sight of Peters’ types of A. afra indicated them as the species long known as 
A.gobio Klunzinger, 1884, and examination confirms this. The type, No. 1893 Berlin Museum, from 
Mozambique, 105mm total length (as stated by Peters) has D V II + 1, 9. A  I 11. L.l 44, predorsal
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16. Gillrakers 6+1+20. The cotype No. 18201, Berlin Museum, 102mm length has D Vl + I 9. A. I 
12. Gillrakers 6+1+21. Peters is not often proved inaccurate, but here he probably not only counted 
the last double ray in the dorsal and anal fins as two, but miscounted as well. Also his statement 
about the point of origin of the first dorsal fin is incorrect. By the most curious coincidence the 
species here described as Allanetta klunzingeri sp. nov., found from north Mozambique to Natal, 
differs from A.afra Peters, in having D Vl + I 10-11. A I 13-15, and as here amended, but these 
agree with Peters’ erroneous data, and this fish has hence long been malidentified as afra Peters.
By kindness of Dr. Eugenie Clark I have been able to examine specimens from Eylatt, Red Sea. 
Dr. W . Klausewitz has kindly sent me a syntype of Atherina cylindrica (non Linn) Klunzinger, 1870, 
No. 1854, Senckenberg Museum, from the Red Sea (See Plate 98, D). This has D V ll + I 9. A  I 11, 
and 6+1+23 gillrakers. By kindness of Mr. P. J. P. Whitehead of the British Museum I have also 
been able to examine the specimens collected by du Pont in the Seychelles. I find these all identical. 
This species apparently shows an unusual degree of constancy in its data.
I suspect that this plainly virile species is much more widespread than at present conceded. 
For example there appears to be no significant feature in which Atherina uisila Jordan and Seale, 
1906 from Apia, Samoa, obviously differs. The description (J & S 1906, Bull. Bur. Fish. 25, 216, fig 
23) differs in several respects from the illustration, i.a. it states D V II + I 10, A  I 12, but the illus­
tration shows D Vl + I 9 and A l  11, indicating that Jordan and Seale counted the last double ray 
as two. The position of the dorsals also conflicts. Gillrakers are stated as “ about 25 on lower limb” . 
A.afra has 21 -24.
In the Western Indian Ocean A.afra occurs at times in vast shoals which are constantly harried 
by many predatory fishes. It is easily recognisable by the long slender fusiform body. W e  saw 
especial numbers about the reefs of Aldabra and Assumption, shoals so vast that they extended to 
the limit of vision in that clear water, and took a long time to pass at full speed. Actively in pursuit 
and gorging themselves were a number of pelagic fishes among which were identified various species 
of Caranx Lacepede, of Sphyraena Linn; Elagatis bipinnulatus and Zonichthys sps, together with 
numbers of the more sedentary reef haunting fishes such as various species of Pterois C & V, Rock 
cods, Plectropomus maculatus and various Snappers. Even Moray eels contrived to catch and plainly 
savour stragglers. Each shoal appeared to be one age group, indicating mass reproduction. There 
is seasonal abundance about Seychelles, vast numbers are netted at times. This species attains a 
maximum of 120mm. W e often found remains of this species in the stomach of larger game fishes 
taken on lines in the Seychelles Aldabra-Mafia area.
ALLANETTA KLUN Z IN G ER I sp nov.
(Plate 100, D)
Atherina afra (non Peters, 1855). Gunther 1861, Cat. Fish. B.M. 3, 398 (Moz). Jordan and Hubbs 
1919, Lel. Stanf. Jun. Univ. Pub. 34 (rec. E. Africa) Barnard 1925, Ann. S.A. Mus. 21, 297 (Delagoa 
Bay, in part). Fowler 1935, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phil. 87, 377 (Natal). Smith 1949, Sea Fishes S.A. 325 
fig 892 (S. E. Africa).
The following references and records are of uncertain identity; all are stated as Atherina afra Peters, 
1855, but some are possibly based on juveniles of Pranesus pinguis (Lac, 1803):
Bleeker and Pollen 1875, Fish Madag, 104 (rec. Madag). Sauvage 1875-91, Fish Madag, 522 (rec). 
Tortonese 1941, Pesci Somalia 5 (rec. Somaliland) Fourmanoir 1954, Ich. Comores, 221 (Comores). 
Roux-Esteve and Fourmanoir, 1955, Calypso I, 196 (rec. Red Sea). Fourmanoir 1957, Poiss, Can. 
Moz. 70 (N. Madag).
Fig 6. Allanetta klunzingeri sp. nov. Type, 63mm (Inhaca).
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D V-VI 9-11. A I 13-16. P 1,13-14=14-15. Scales, series 43-45. Tr (anal origin up) 7. Predorsal 
16-18(19). Gillrakers 4-5+1 + 16-18(19). Body fairly compressed, juveniles slender, body deeper 
with age. Depth 5.7-6.6 (juv), head 4-4.3 in standard length. Eye 2.6-3 in head, about equals inter­
orbital and 1.4 times snout. There is a marked concavity in the hind margin of the preopercle close 
above the angle. W idth of head less than its depth. The interorbital is almost flat, it has a longi­
tudinal groove each side. Gillrakers are well developed, the front two smaller. The abdominal 
cavity ends abruptly before the anal fin. The vent varies from opposite to mostly distinctly behind 
the tips of the pelvics, it is almost opposite or slightly before the front dorsal origin.
The mouth is oblique, the maxilla reaches to or near below the anterior margin of the orbit. 
There is a narrow band of fine teeth in each jaw, wider in front, those on the hinder part of the 
premaxilla external when the mouth is closed. Across the vomer there is a narrow band, four times 
as wide as deep, of minute teeth. None are visible on the palatine. On the pterygoid there is a 
sub-median longitudinal band of fine teeth, much longer than wide. On the tongue there is a small 
patch of fine teeth, and a narrow band all round the margin. A rodlike skinny fold on the jaws round 
the angle of the jaw partly restricts the opening of the jaws.
The origin of the first dorsal varies little from midway between caudal base and the tip of the 
snout, it is over or slightly behind the vent. The second dorsal origin is about 2.1-2.2 times further 
from snout tip than from caudal base, it is well behind the origin of the anal. The base of the second 
dorsal fin about equals eye plus snout. The anal origin is about 1.7-1.8 times further from snout tip 
than caudal base, the base of the anal about equals head minus snout. The pelvic origin is about 
midway between the tip of the snout and the middle of the anal. The scales are thinner and more 
deciduous than in most other species examined.
Alive, translucent, stripe and abdomen silvery. Preserved, milky yellow, occiput, opercle and 
snout dusky, also mid predorsal scales. Scales on back with dusky margins. The silvery stripe bifur­
cates out on the base of the caudal. Specimens 40-75mm, from Natal, Delagoa Bay (Inhaca), Pinda, 
and Isle of Mozambique, the type 63mm, Inhaca, all have lost most scales.
As indicated above this species has escaped recognition because Peters’ original inaccurate des­
cription of Atherina afra from Mozambique happens to agree with the data of A. klunzingeri nov. 
At the same time malidentifications of A. gobio Klunzinger, 1884 (now = A. afra Peters) as A. afra 
Peters have by the same cause been elevated to validity.
This is a smaller and more localised species than A. afra, of which it may be considered as 
southerly variant, sufficiently divergent to merit specific rank. Its fin and lower gillraker counts 
are as follows:
Table X I.
Allanetta klunzingeri sp. nov.
Dorsal Rays Anal Rays Gillrakers 4-5+ 1 + :
9 10 11 13 14 15 16 16
|
17 | 18
|
19
N. Mozambique 2 3 4 1 — — 4
|
1 | —
|
—
S. Mozambique 2 5 7 1 7 4 2 2
|
5 | 6
1
Natal 1 1 1 — 1 — —
|
—  | 2
|
—
4 9 8 6 8 5 2 6 6 | 8 1
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APLATE 100.
A B C. Pranesus pinguis pinguis (Lacepede).
A.B. 140mm (Tongaland). C. 140mm. (Inhaca, wider head). D. Allanetta klunzingeri sp. nov. Type, 
63mm. (Inhaca). E. Teramulus waterloti (Pellegrin). 35mm (Madagascar).
This shows slight divergence between the northern and southern populations possibly not valid, 
as only few specimens from the north are available.
Having almost identical counts, the young of A. klunzingeri and of P. pinguis may easily be 
confused. They may be distinguished readily by the presence of the small median knob at the front 
of the snout formed by the downwardly bent ascending premaxillary process of P. pinguis, and also 
by the presence of the marked elevation of the hind end of the mandible within the mouth of A. 
klunzingeri.
6. Hepsetia Bonaparte, 1836
The type Atherina boyeri Risso, 1810 (Medit). The abdominal cavity tapers posteriorly, enter­
ing the tail between the anterior haemal processes. Anus well before anal origin. Premaxilla not 
expanded distally , with moderate dorso-lateral process, the ascending process short and broad, not 
reaching beyond front of orbit. The mandible with distinct posterior elevation. Teeth on vomer, 
sometimes a few on palatines and pterygoid. Predorsal scales irregular in front, end at the nape. 
Gillrakers well developed. Few species, previously regarded as confined to the southern European 
region, but an endemic South African species is now shown to fall in this genus.
By kindness of Dr. V. Tortonese I have been able to examine two adults of Atherina hepsetus 
Linn, 1758 and find the same curious arrangement of the anterior predorsal scales as described below 
for H. breviceps (C & V). There are no teeth on the vomer or palatines and the ascending premaxil­
lary process reaches well into the interorbital. There is no mid dorsal ridge behind the head as 
stated by Schultz (1948, Ioc. cit, 6), but there is an inconspicuous median ridge that starts midway 
along the interorbital and ends close behind the level of the hind edge of the eye.
By kindness of Drs. J. Guibe and M. L. Bauchot of Paris I have been able to examine the three 
types of Atherina breviceps C & V, 1835, No. A 4381 Paris Museum, and the four types, No. A 961, 
of A. parvipinnis C & V, 1835, both lots recorded as from “ le Cap” . All are in reasonable condition, 
but No. A 4381 are all three very flabby, the bodies collapsed, the four No. A 961 (See Plate 101, 
D) are in much better state. These two sets at sight appear so different as likely to represent distinct 
species, the former with tenuous narrow body. Detailed examination and comparison reveals that 
they differ in only one major character, namely relation of head length to body depth, as shown below, in 
all other characters the two groups appear identical as shown in the tables below. These type
specimens are as puzzling as the case of Pranesus pinguis Lacepede, (see above), all the more so in
this case as among large numbers of specimens from over a wide area of South African shores we 
have not found any that have the unusual head —  body-depth relationship of A. parvipinnis, nor any 
so large as the types, A. 961, of that form.
Sauvage (1875-91, Poiss. Madag. 408, PI 43, fig 3) has described and illustrated Atherina 
parvipinnis C & V, clearly this species, reputedly from Madagascar. However Mme Dr. M. L. Bauchot 
informs me that no specimens described by Sauvage as A. parvipinnis, reputedly from Madagascar 
can be found among the Atherinid material that Sauvage lodged in the Museum at Paris. The des­
cription and illustration given by Sauvage agree so closely with one of C & V ’s types, No. A 961,
125mm in length, that it is difficult to credit that there is not some connection, e.g. Sauvage (loc. 
cit, 409) states the length of his specimen as 125mm. The precise origin of the specimen or speci­
mens used by Sauvage therefore remains a mystery The fact that no further specimens identifiable 
with A. parvipinnis C &  V, have been found in South African seas is suspicious.
The types of A. breviceps C & V, are recorded as collected by Delalande, those of A. parvipinnis 
C & V, by Reynauld. The latter, who was surgeon on the “ Chevrette” , made collections of fishes, 
both marine and freshwater, in India and Ceylon. He is recorded as having sent certain smaller 
Cape fishes to Paris, so that he obviously called and collected at the Cape. But how he got specimens 
of a type not again found in South African seas is at present a mystery. One cannot altogether rule 
out the possibility that he may have got those particular specimens elsewhere than at the Cape and 
that their origin was later confused.
Despite the close correspondence in data between the types of A. parvipinnis and the material 
of all kinds of A. breviceps, it is not possible to record them as identical, as was done by Barnard 
(1925, loc. cit. below). Until the discovery of further specimens that fall clearly with A. parvipinnis 
may provide more positive information it is proposed to assign A. parvipinnis subspecific rank as 
follows:
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Subspecies of Hepsetia breviceps (C & V).
A. Head 1.1-1.25 times body depth ...............................................................  breviceps
B. Head 1.0-1.05 times body depth ...............................................................  parvipinnis
When further specimens are discovered it may be necessary to modify the above.
HEPSETIA BREVICEPS (C & V, 1835).
(Plate 101, A D)
A. H. breviceps breviceps (C & V).
Atherina breviceps Cuvier and Valenciennes 1835, Hist. Nat. Poiss, 10, 445 (Cape of Good Hope). 
Bleeker 1860, Visch v.d. Kaap, 50, 54, 68 (Cape). Castelnau 1861, Mem. Poiss, Afr. Aust. 45 
(Cape). Gunther 1861, Cat. Fish. B.M. 3, 395 (Cape). Gilchrist 1902, Mar. Inv. S.A. 1, 135 (S. 
Africa). Thompson 1916, Mar. Bio. Rep. 3, 96 (S. Africa). Barnard 1927, Ann. S.A. Mus. 21, 298 
(S. Africa). Smith 1949, Sea Fishes S.A. 325, fig 893 (S. Africa).
B. H. breviceps parvipinnis (C & V).
Atherina parvipinnis Cuvier and Valenciennes 1835, Hist. Nat. Poiss, 10, 446 (Cape of Good Hope). 
Bleeker ibid, 54 (Rec. Cape). Castelnau 1861, ibid, 45 (Rec. Cape). Gunther 1861, ibid, 396 (Copy, 
Cape). Sauvage 1875-91, Poiss. Mad. 408, 522 (Madag?). Gilchrist 1902, ibid, 135 (Rec. S. Africa)
D V-V III + I 11-15. A  I 15-18. P 1,11-13,1=13-15. Scales, lateral series 45-50. Transverse 
series 9 from anal origin up. Predorsal 24-28. 11-12 scales round the peduncle. Gillrakers 
5-6+1+16-19. Depth 4.7-5.6, head 4.3-5 in standard length. Eye 2.6-3.3 in head, slightly exceeds 
interorbital and snout (See tables X II- X IV  below). Body elongate, moderately compressed, its width 
behind the head barely two-thirds of the depth. Hind preopercle margin feebly undulate, no marked 
concavity above the angle. The position of the anus variably close before, at, or close behind the 
tips of the pelvics. Gillrakers shorter than filaments. Abdominal cavity tapers posteriorly to a 
blunt point extending between the 6th to 7th haemal arches of the tail.
The mouth is oblique, the maxilla reaches to below the front of the orbit or slightly beyond 
in large fishes. The premaxilla is not expanded distally, the dorso-lateral elevation is low and bluntly 
rounded. Mandible with distinct posterior elevation. Minute sharp teeth in 2-3 series on the 
margin of each jaw, the outer curved series in the upper jaw is external when the mouth is closed. 
A  narrow transverse band of fine but distinct teeth on the vomer and sometimes a few feeble points 
are visible on the head of the palatine. A  few fine denticles in two patches or bands along the 
pterygoid, the larger of 3-4 irregular series. There is a small ovoid patch of fine teeth at the base 
of the tongue.
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In the young the first dorsal origin is about midway between caudal base and snout tip, in 
larger fishes it is somewhat nearer the snout tip. The second dorsal origin is well behind the anal 
origin, 1.8-2 times further from snout tip than caudal base, the base of the fin is about two-thirds 
of the head length. The anal origin is well before that of the dorsal, somewhat nearer caudal base 
than hind margin of head, the base of the fin is almost as long as the head. Pectoral 1.4-1.5 in head. 
Pelvics about 1.8 in head, the origin 1.5-1.7 times as far from caudal base as snout tip.
There is not a single median regular series of predorsal scales as in most other species, but at 
least in part the anterior predorsal scales become smaller, crowded and irregular on the nape so that 
the exact count of the anterior five or six is difficult. There is no large median scale at the occiput.
In life translucent silvery with brilliant lateral stripe and dark spots along the back, top of 
snout dusky. As preserved, yellowish, fine dark spots above the lateral stripe. This runs along the 
fifth row of scales and extends over one third of the fourth and sixth rows of scales.
Numerous specimens, 30-1 10mm, from Port Nolloth, the Cape Peninsula, and eastwards at 
various points on the coast as far as Natal and Zululand. Sometimes seen in shoals about the Cape, 
notably in early spring, this species is not abundant anywhere, though occasionally seen in small shoals 
along the south coast and in estuaries. It is much preyed on by seabirds and fishes. The average 
fish along Southern Cape coasts rarely exceeds 75mm, those from the colder waters of the south­
west coast run to over 100mm.
In seeking for further divergence between H. b. parvipinnis and H. b. breviceps the end of the 
maxilla was found to reach a trifle further below the eye in H. b. parvipinnis, but this is slight and 
may be due to the greater size. Also on the hind edge of some of the median series of scales along 
the flank in H. b. parvipinnis are two small rounded posterior processes: on those of larger H. b. 
breviceps there is mostly only one, in a few this shows an apical emargination. Both these characters 
while confirming some degree of divergence are not considered to justify specific rank.
In Tables X II- X V  below are given data of A. breviceps from South African seas, and of the 
types of A. breviceps breviceps and of A. b. parvipinnis.
TABLE X II.
DEPTH OF BODY W IT H  LOCALITY.
DEPTH OF BODY IN STANDARD LENGTH
LOCALITY To 4.8 4.9 5.0 5.1 5.2 5.3-5.4 5.5-6
South W est Africa — — —  — — 1 —
Cape — — — — — 2 2
South Coast 1 2 4 7 2 6 —
S.E. Coast 5 3 3 — 1 4 —
6 5 7 7 3 13 2
Types, breviceps — — — — — — 3
Types, parvipinnis 4 — — — — — —
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TABLE X I I I
EYE IN HEAD W IT H  STANDARD LENGTH.
EYE IN HEAD.
Standard
Length. No. 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.2-3.3
Up to 50mm 12 3 3 1 2 3 — —
51-70 22 12 2 4 1 1 2 —
71-80 5 — 1 — — — 3 1
81-90 3 — — — — — — 3
91-100 1 — — — — — — 1
43 15 6 5 3 4 5 5
Types, breviceps 
92-102mm 3 — — — — — 2 1
Types, parvipinnis
88-105 4 — — — — 2 2 —
TABLE X IV .
Dorsal Spines Dorsal Rays, l+ :
Locality No. 5 6 7 8 11 12 13 14 15
S.W.A. 1 — 1 — — — — — 1 —
Cape 4 1 2 1 — — — 2 2 —
S. Coast 22 2 9 11 — 2 12 6 — 1
S.E. Coast 16 2 10 2 2 — 10 5 1 —
5 22 14 2 2 22 13 4 1
Types,
breviceps 3 — 1 2 — — 1 2 — —
Types,
parvipinnis
4 1 — 3 — — 1 2 1 —
6 23 19 2 2 24 17 5 1
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PLATE 101.
A.-C. Hepsetia breviceps breviceps (C & V).
A  100mm (Cape) B. 65mm. (Knysna). C. Paris Museum A 4381, one of the types of Atherina 
breviceps c & V, 125mm (Cape). D. Paris Museum A 961, one of the types of Atherina parvipinnis 
C & V, 105mm (Cape). E. Teramulus kieneri sp. nov. Type, 50mm (Madagascar).
TABLE XV.
AN A L RAYS l+ : LOW ER GILLRAKERS
Locality 15 16 17 18 17 18 19 20
S.W.A. — — 1 — — 1 — —
Cape — — 2 2 — 1 3 —
South Coast 3 12 5 1 1 6 8 5
S.E. Coast 1 10 4 1 1 3 5 2
4 22 12 4 2 11 16 7
Types, breviceps — 3 — — — — 2 1
Types, parvipinnis — 1 2 1 1 1 2 —
4 26 14 5 3 12 20 8
The limited material available from the cold seas of the Southwest coast indicates a tendency to in­
creased counts in dorsal and anal fins. If greater numbers confirm this, that form may merit 
distinction by subspecific rank.
FRESHW ATER SPECIES
Seven species are known from the rivers and lakes of Madagascar. These fall into two groups, 
one is more typical, the remainder merit sub-family distinction as the Rheoclesinae, which are in 
some respects superficially almost Gobiiform in general characters. No specimens of these are 
available but they have been well described and illustrated by Pellegrin (1931, Mem.L’Acad.Malg. 
14, 158-167, figs 88, 89, PI 3), whose classification is broadly accepted here, though the number of 
species recognised by him is reduced by synonymy. One species clearly distinct from the remainder, 
and pertaining to the subfamily Atherininae, has been examined, and proves to need a new genus, 
described above.
Kiener, an industrious recent worker in Madagascar (1963, Pois. Peche, Piscic, Madag. 74) has 
published an interesting account of the ecology of these fishes. One of these, described above as 
Pranesus kieneri sp. nov. he describes as euryhaline. being found in the upper reaches of estuaries 
and in coastal swamps. Four genera are recognised, distinguished as follows:
Key to genera.
A (Subfamily Atherininae). Eye large, exceeds snout. Teeth curved, exsert.
A  concavity above preopercle angle. Caudal forked ............................. Teramulus nov.
B. (Subfamily Rheoclesinae). Eye small, not exceeding, usually less than 
snout. Some enlarged teeth. Cauda! rounded, truncate or forked.
I. Upper jaw without marked notch on side.
a. Pectoral above median on side. Wholly scaly, sometimes
breast naked. Caudal emarginate .......................................... Rheocles
b. Pectoral median on side. Belly, breast and side of shoulder
naked. Caudal forked ............................................................... Rheocloides
II. Side of jaw deeply notched. Caudal truncate or rounded ................  Bedotia
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Subfamily Atherininae. 
Teramulus gen. nov.
See p.619 and Table X, p.621.
TERAM ULUS W ATERLO TI (Pellegrin, 1932)
(Plate 100, E).
Atherina (Hepsetia) duodecimalis C & V, var. waterloti, Pellegrin 1932, Bull. Soc. Zool. Tr. 57, 227: 
and, 1933, Mem. L ’Acad. Madg. 14, 158, fig 88 (streamlet, province Diego-Suarez, Madagascar). 
Atherina duodecimalis waterloti Kiener 1963, Poiss Peche Piscicult. Madag. 75.
Fig 8. Teramulus waterloti (Pellegrin). 35mm (Madagascar)
D IV-V+I 8-9. (6 x IV; I x V : 6 x 8; 1 x 9). A I 11-12 (6 x 11; 1 x 12). P 1,12. L. 1.34-35. Pre­
dorsal 13-14 (+ 2 on head). Gillrakers 2-3 + 1 + 13-14 (4 x 13; 3 x 14). Depth about 4.5, head about 
3.7-4 in standard length. Eye 2.6-2.8 in head, 1.2 times interorbital and 1.5-1.8 times snout. Body 
compressed, snout profile pointed. The hind preopercle margin is gently undulate with a concavity 
close above the angle. W idth of head less than its depth. Gillrakers are well developed, the front 
two smaller. The vent is well in advance of the tips of the pelvics and slightly before the first dorsal 
origin. Mouth oblique, the jaws subequal, the maxilla extends slightly beyond the level of the front 
of the eye. Strongly hooked prominent teeth in a narrow band in each jaw, strongly exsert. Palate 
edentate. The first dorsal origin is about midway between caudal base and front of eye, that of 
the second dorsal is twice as far from the centre of the eye as from the caudal base. The predorsal 
scales extend on to the head and end at a circular scale in the interorbital, its front edge over 
front of eye.
Alive, probably translucent, colours unknown. As preserved; milky yellow, tip of snout, top of 
head, back, silvery stripe and ventral margin from anal rearwards beset with fine black dots, also 
a few on pectoral base and behind eye. Upper edge of iris and first dorsal black. Other fins light.
Described from seven specimens. Six, all No 31259, Paris Museum, from streamlet Antikotazo, 
north Madagascar, 28-35mm total length, and one, No 60243, 44mm length, from near Diego 
Suarez. These agree in the main with Pellegrin’s original description, but his illustration (1933, 
loc. cit, fig 88) differs in several respects.
Subfamily Rheoclesinae.
Rheocles Jordan &  Hubbs, 1919
The type Eleotris sikorae Sauvage, 1891. As defined above. Two species, easily distinguished. Not 
seen, after Pellegrin.
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RHEOCLES SIKORAE (Sauvage, 1891). Pellegrin 1931, loc. cit, 160, PI 3, fig 1. Kiener 1963, Poiss. 
Peche e Piscic, Madag, 74. (Plate 102, fig 1). D Vl + I 16. A I 16. P 1,15. L. 1.39, Tr 11. Pre­
dorsal about 18. Lower gillrakers 9. Mouth to beyond front of eye. Grey spots along flanks. To 
108mm. Central Madagascar.
RHEOCLES ALAOTRENSIS (Pellegrin, 1914). Pellegrin 1931, loc. cit, 161, PI 3, fig 2. Kiener 1963, 
loc. cit, 74. (Plate 102, fig 2). D  VI + I 10-12. A  I 14-16. P 1,12-13, L. 1. 38-42. Tr 9-11. Pre­
dorsal about 18. Lower gillrakers 10-11. Mouth not beyond front of eye. Breast naked. Fins rose 
red. To 140mm. Lake Alaotra, district Ambatondrazaka, Madagascar.
Rheocleoides Nichols and la Monte, 1931.
As defined above, the type R. pellegrini Nichols and la Monte, 1931, monotypic. Not seen, after 
Pellegrin.
RHEOCLEOIDES PELLEGRIN I Nichols and la Monte, 1931. Pellegrin 1931, loc. cit, 162. Kiener 
1963, loc. cit, 74. (Plate 102, fig 3). D IV-V+I 12. A I 15-16. P 1,13. L . l.33-36. Tr. 9. Pre­
dorsal about 8 to nape (from fig). Mouth to below eye. To 85mm. Andapa, northwest Madagascar.
Bedotia Regan, 1903
As defined above, the type B.madagascariensis Regan, 1903. Three species. Not seen, after Pellegrin.
BEDOTIA MADAGASCARIENSIS Regan, 1903. Pellegrin 1931, loc. cit, 164. Kiener 1963, loc. cit, 
75. (Plate 102, fig 7). D  V+ I  11. A I 18. P 1,12. L .l. 35, Tr 8. No data of gillrakers. Anal origin 
under middle of first dorsal base. Mouth to front of eye. To 90mm. Rare, found in eastern Mada­
gascar.
BEDOTIA GEAYI Pellegrin 1907. Pellegrin 1931, loc. cit, 164. Kiener 1963, loc. cit, 75. Bedotia 
tricolor Pellegrin, 1932: See Siegl 1960, Aq. Terrar. Z. 13, 35. (Plate 102, figs 4, 6). D IV-V+I 
9-13. A I 14-17. P 1,11-12 L .l. 32-36. Tr 8-10. Lower gillrakers 12. Anal origin below hind
end of first dorsal base. Mouth to below eye. Caudal red, yellow, and dusky. To 90mm. Coastal
rivers, almost whole of eastern Madagascar.
BEDOTIA LO NG IANALIS Pellegrin, 1914. Pellegrin 1931, loc. cit, 166. Kiener 1963, loc. cit, 75. 
(Plate 102 (fig 5). D  V+I  13. A I 19. P 1,11. L . l .34. Tr 8. Predorsal about 18. Lower gillrakers
11. Mouth to beyond front of eye. Anal origin just behind first dorsal. To 92mm. Coastal fresh-
waters along most of eastern Madagascar.
ADDENDUM.
Dr. K. Deckert, who kindly sent on loan the types of Atherina afra Peters, 1855, later sent a 
small collection, mostly Atherines, for identification. These prove to cover a wide area, ranging 
from the Red Sea to the central Pacific. As the localities were unfortunately not available until this 
revision was in the press, it was not possible to include data from these specimens in the respective 
compilations above. Two of the specimens, as I had suspected, came from the Red Sea and are clearly 
Pranesus pinguis ruppelli as defined above. Five from Dar-Es-Salaam are P. p. pinguis (Lac), each has 
a black blotch on the pectoral, four are ripe females, the fifth is a spent fish. Of special interest 
is one of Gunther’s specimens from Fiji. This, 80mm standard length, has: D V + I  10. A I 16. P 16. 
L.l 44. Gillrakers 5+1+20. Depth 4.8, head 4.0 in standard length and eye 2.4 in head. There 
is a black blotch on the pectoral, viscera have been removed. This Fiji fish agrees closely with the 
description of the Hawaiian P. insularum Jordan & Evermann, 1902, which as shown above falls 
within the limits of fishes from the Western Indian Ocean, and from which I cannot distinguish 
this Fiji specimen, therefore identified as Pranesus pinguis pinguis (Lacepede).
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I N D E X
Names in Capitals are those accepted as valid in the Western Indic and Madagascar.
ALLANETTA ......................... .....................  603, 615, 620, 621
Atherina ..................................... 603
ATHERININAE ..................... .....................  602, 608, 629, 630
ATHERION ............................ 601, 602, 606
ATHERIONINAE ................ 602, 606
BEDOTIA ............................... 629, 631
HEPSETIA .............................. 603, 625
Hvpoatherina ............................. 621
ISO ............................................. .. 602, 603-606
602, 603
603, 608, 611, 615, 619-20
.............................  629, 630
.............................  629, 630
..............................  629, 631
...........  602, 603, 619, 629
.......................................  608
.............................  603 , 604
Tropidostethus ....................................................................  603, 604
SUBFAMILIES AND GENERA OF ATHERINIDAE
NOTOCHEIRINAE 
PRANESUS 
RHEOCLES 
RHEOCLESINAE 
RHEOCLOIDES 
TERAMULUS
Thoracoatherina 
Tropidostethops
affinis ...............
afra ...................
AFRA ...............
AFRICANUS
ALAOTRENSIS
boyeri ...............
BREVICEPS .. 
capricornensis
cylindrica ......
duodecimalis
elymus ............
flosmaris ........
flosindicus .......
forskalii .........
FORSKALII ..
GEAYI ..........
gobio ................
hawaiiensis
hepsetus .........
insularum .......
KIENERI ......
KLUNZINGERI
SPECIES AND SUBSPECIES
...........................................  616 lacunosa ............................................................................. 608, 617
............................................ 623 LONGIANALIS ALLS ........................................................................  631
...........................  621-624, 631 MADAGASCARIENSIS ............................................................. 631
...................................  607-608 maccullochi ................................................................................. 607
............................................ 631 mineri ................................................................................. 615, 617
............................................ 625 morrisi .........................................................................................  617
................  601, 625, 626-629 mugiloides .....................................................................................  621
..................................  612, 615 NATALENSIS .....................................................................  604-606
.......................  621, 622, 623 ogilbyi ........................................................................  608, 615, 617
................ 619, 620, 621, 630 PARVIPINNIS ........................................................  625, 626-629
.................................  606, 607 pectoralis .....................................................................................  616
.................................  603, 605 PELLEGRINI .............................................................................  631
............................................ 605 pinguis .........................................................................  617, 623, 625
.................................  616, 617 PINGUIS .................................................... 602, 608-616-619, 631
.................  608-615, 617, 618 rhothophilus .................................................................................  605
............................................ 631 RUPPELLI .........................................................  611-615, 617, 631
..........................  621, 622, 624 SIKORAE ............................................................................  630, 631
. ...........................................  605 tricolor .........................................................................................   631
.................................  617, 625 uisila .................................................................... ................ 621, 623
...............  608, 612, 615, 631 vaigiensis .....................................................................................  617
...................................  619-621 villosa .............................................................................................  607
...........................  621, 623-625 voeltzkowi .....................................................................................  602
WATERLOTI ............................................................ 602, 621, 630
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Freshwater species,
1. Rheocles sikorae 
la Monte. 4. and 6. 
cariensis Regan.
PLATE 102
Madagascar (all after Pellegrin).
Sauvage. 2. Rheocles alaotrensis Pellegrin. 3. Rheocloides Pellegrini Nichols and 
Bedotia geayi Pellegrin. 5. Bedotia longianalis Pellegrin. 7. Bedotia madagas-
